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We are really excited to present our reduced-paper catalogue displaying our best-selling products.
Since Muddy Faces began in 2006, we have always tried to be more sustainable and this year, we have reduced
the amount of paper used in this catalogue by an incredible 60%. We have also worked hard to ensure only the
people wanting to receive the catalogue have done so. If you have received a catalogue and wish to unsubscribe
for future catalogues, please see the back cover for more information.
We love creating and supplying forest school, outdoor play and learning resources. Muddy Faces is a leading
educational supplier of wooden products made from UK grown wood and we are increasing this range of
sustainable resources as an alternative to plastic. See overleaf for more on this.
As you know, here at Muddy Faces, we are passionate about the outdoors and supporting people to be outside.
Along with our shop, we also have a massive FREE online resource with lots of activities and ideas to help get you
out and connecting to nature. Have a look in our Outdoor Hub for some inspiration.
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UK-GROWN WOOD
A sustainable alternative to plastic play and learning resources.

Forests for the future

Our UK-grown wood products are sourced from a sustainably-managed
woodland, helping to maintain the balance between ecological, economic and
sociocultural factors and supporting the viability of UK woodlands in the future.
Buying UK wood also benefits local livelihoods, biodiversity and ecosystems, and
supports recreational opportunities that support health and wellbeing.

Hand-harvesting

Our UK-grown wood products are hand-harvested. When trees are removed
it allows light to penetrate to the woodland floor, enabling new growth and
encouraging diversity in the woodland flora and fauna. Hand-harvesting by
skilled craftspeople as part of a sustainable management plan allows wood to be
extracted sympathetically with minimum disturbance to the natural environment.

Carbon Footprint

As our UK-grown wood grows it traps atmospheric carbon and produces
oxygen; once cut it travels a relatively short distance to be processed in our workshop.
In contrast, consider a plastic item travelling from far overseas, and the resources,
including fossil fuels, that were used to make it.

Reducing environmental impact day-to-day at Muddy Faces

As an organisation we try to embody our values through our business practices. We are a family-friendly,
flexible employer. Our own products are packaged in non-bleached calico and paper bags. We also send a
card (on recycled paper) to explain that any plastic in parcels we send is being reused from our suppliers.

It may not look neat but it goes down a treat
that Muddy Faces recycle their packaging

Biodegradable

Environmentally-responsible packaging

Natural untreated wood is fully biodegradable and, with a little help
from some fungi, it will decompose, adding nutrients to the ground when
it has reached the end of its useable life. Our UK-grown wood products are not
treated with any chemicals and are safe to be left to degrade naturally at the end
of their lifespan. How about making insect habitats from them?

Nature connection

Connecting to nature from an early age helps instil a deep, sometimes
intuitive, sense of our place within the natural world, that leads to a
love and respect for our environment. To play and learn with wood is a full sensory
experience. The unique character of each piece can be explored, with its bends,
knots, flaky bark, different colours, textures and smells.

Plastic bags

biodegradable, paper and cloth bags

Bubble wrap

cardboard wrap and shredded card

Boxes

reusing packaging and new cardboard

Plastic tape

paper tape

Catalogue 2022

This year we have reduced the amount of paper in our catalogue by 60%. The catalogue is printed on PEFC
paper from sustainably managed sources and is fully recyclable. PEFC UK is part of the global network for
the assessment and mutual recognition of national forest certification schemes developed by the PEFC Council
(Programme for the Endorsement of Forest Certification).

The future

Plastic is undeniably a massive part of our modern lives and we do have plastic products in our shop.
But we are actively working to source effective alternatives to plastic with an ever-increasing range of
bio plastic, wood and UK-grown wood ranges, and recycled clothing and other products, offering realistic
affordable alternatives to plastic.
Through the choices we make as a supplier and you make as the end user, we can start to shift the
balance of how learning resources are produced and packaged, supporting a more sustainable future.

Outdoor Clothing

Outdoor Clothing

At Muddy Faces we always advocate quality, waterproof clothing to support
sustained outdoor play and learning. Visit our hub for ideas and information on
dressing for the outdoors.

Muddy Faces tip:

Invest your budget in quality trousers or dungarees, as these are worn whether it’s raining
or not. Jackets however, are taken on and off depending on the weather and get less use.

WATERPROOF CLOTHING
Effective clothing is the most important piece of outdoor
equipment to enable sustained play outside. The only thing
that can equal it, in importance, is the adult supervisors’ and
setting’s attitude. Even with the smallest outdoor space,
with the support of enthusiastic and supportive adults and
effective clothing, children can access the outdoors for
sustained periods. They become involved in fascinating
play and have the opportunity to connect to nature in a
deep level learning experience.
Since 2006, Muddy Faces has been supporting a
diverse range of education and play settings to choose
the right clothing for their children and staff. Our
range of clothing has developed through the feedback
and experiences of our customers. Our lightweight
range is the most robust and waterproof that we can
source for a lower budget. We do not recommend our
lightweight ranges for more robust activities such as
forest school.
Look after your waterproofs and they will look after you!
It is essential to look after outdoor clothing in the correct
manner to help it retain its waterproof level. Every wash
reduces the lifespan of the clothing. To find out more, look
at our individual brand "Care and sizing guides" on-line.
Free downloads are available on our website to help you dress for
the outdoors including explaining layering and a practitioners guide.

HOW WATERPROOF IS THE CLOTHING?
For fabric to be considered waterproof, it
must resist the pressure of a column of
water 2000mm tall. The level of resistance
is called the hydrostatic head. The
4000-6000mm
higher the hydrostatic head, the more
waterproof the material. This is
explained in more detail on our
7000-9000mm
website.

2000-3000mm

10,000-12,000mm

We have added a waterproof
rating symbol to our
waterproof clothing; 4 drops is extremely waterproof down to 1
drop which is water resistant.
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www.muddyfaces.co.uk

No VAT on children’s clothing
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Outdoor Clothing

The clothing on this page is ideal for keeping the wet weather out and for light play.
If you are going to be doing more adventurous activities, then a budget clothing
range may not be suitable. You might need to consider more robust clothing.

Outdoor Clothing

DRY KIDS TROUSERS

Lightweight,
waterproof 3 000mm.
Elasticated waistband
and poppers at ankles.
Sizes 1yr, 2yr, 3-4yrs,
5-6yrs, 7-8yrs, 9-10yrs,
11-12 yrs.
Colours red and navy.
DRY3001
£8.95

FLEX JACKET - ADULT

Made from stretch PU. Waterproof
10 000mm, welded seams, windproof
and adjustable cuffs . Navy or olive.
CAS2001
£25.99

FLEX TROUSERS - ADULT

Made from stretch PU. Waterproof
10 000mm, welded seams, windproof
elasticated waist. Navy or olive
CAS2002
£16.00

FLEECE-LINED JACKET - ADULT

Fleece lined, waterproof 10 000mm,
welded seams, windproof and
adjustable cuffs . Navy or olive.
CAS2003
£39.99

PACK IN A BAG

Waterproof 2 000mm and windproof.
Jacket has side pockets, adjustable
cuffs, tear off hood and
zip fastening. Trousers have elasticated waist, snap closures on ankles.
Sizes 3-4yrs, 5-6yrs, 7-8yrs, 9-10yrs,
11-12 yrs. Colours red and navy.
CLCHI23
£16.99

DRY KIDS ALL IN ONE 2

Lightweight, waterproof 4 000mm,
front zip fastening, integral hood.
Elasticated cuffs at wrist and ankle.
Sizes 1yr, 2yr, 3-4yrs, 5-6yrs, 7-8yrs,
9-10yrs, 11-12 yrs. Colours red/navy,
camo/navy, royal/navy.
DRY3006
£18.95

DRY KIDS JACKET

Lightweight, waterproof 3 000mm, front zip
fastening, integral hood. Elasticated cuffs
at wrist. 2 pockets. Mesh lining and vented
back. Sizes 1yr, 2yr, 3-4yrs, 5-6yrs, 7-8yrs,
9-10yrs, 11-12 yrs. Colours red and navy.
DRY3002
£15.95

DRY KIDS JACKET - ADULT

Lightweight, waterproof 3 000mm,
front zip fastening, integral hood.
Elasticated cuffs at wrist. 2 pockets.
£14.00
DRY5002

FLEECE GLOVES

CLADU12		 £3.29
We have plenty more gloves online
see our website for details.
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DRY KIDS TROUSERS - ADULT

Lightweight, waterproof 3 000mm,
Elasticated waistband and poppers
at ankles.
£10.00
DRY5001

DRY KIDS ALL-IN-ONE - ADULT

Lightweight, waterproof 3 000mm,
front zip fastening, integral hood.
Elasticated cuffs at wrist and ankle
£26.95
DRY5003

DRY KIDS ALL IN ONE

SPLASHAWAY RAINSUIT
THINSULATE BEANIE HAT
CLADU39

£3.99

www.muddyfaces.co.uk

DUNLOP PRICEMASTER WELLIES
Sizes 3 to 12 available.
CLADU14

£12.99

Lightweight, waterproof 3 000mm and breathable. Front zip fastening,
integral hood. Elasticated cuffs at wrist and ankle.Sizes 1-2yrs, 2-3yrs,
3-4yrs, 5-6yrs, 7-8yrs. Colours red and navy.
CAS1003
£16.50
No VAT on children’s clothing

Lightweight, waterproof 3 000mm, front zip
fastening, integral hood. Elasticated cuffs at
wrist and ankle. Sizes 1yr, 2yr, 3-4yrs, 5-6yrs,
7-8yrs, 9-10yrs, 11-12 yrs. Colours red and navy.
DRY3003
£15.95
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Outdoor Clothing
ELKA KIDS PU RAINSET

2-piece waterproof 5 000mm, breathable suit with welded seams.
Jacket has detachable hood and front zip.
Age1-3yrs comes with dungarees with adjustable buckles. Age 4-12yrs
comes with trousers with elasticated waist. Available in red or navy.
ELK1001
£30.00

ELKA KIDS PU TROUSERS

Made from waterproof 10 000mm,
PU fabric that is breathable. Welded
seams, elasticated ankles and waist.
Available in red or navy.
ELK1003
£20.00

THE WILD WEATHER BOOK BY
FIONA DANKS AND JO SCHOFIELD
BOARDMAN KIDS RAINSET

Waterproof 8 000mm, windproof
rainset with welded seams. Fleecelined jacket and trouser. Adjustable
upper body and foot straps.
DDK1025
£75.00

WATERMAN SET

DAN113

£10.99

Waterproof 8 000mm, windproof
rainset with welded seams. Detachable hood. Trousers have high bib,
adjustable braces and foot straps.
DDK1023
£55.00

SPLASHFLEX
JACKET

Waterproof 8 000mm,
windproof, and
breathable jacket.
Tear resistant fabric.
Zip with storm flap,
elasticated cuffs.
Navy and olive.
CAS1001
£21.00

SPLASHFLEX
TROUSERS

Waterproof 8 000mm,
windproof, and
breathable trousers.
Tear resistant fabric.
Elasticated waist and
poppers at ankles.
Navy and olive.
CAS1002
£13.99

CHILD’S KNITTED LINED GLOVES

Fully lined knitted gloves. Available
in black. One size.
CLCHI03
£5.49
5

ELKA KIDS PU DUNGAREES

Made from waterproof 10 000mm, PU fabric
that is breathable. Welded seams, adjustable
buckles, elasticated ankles and adustable
foot stirrups. Available in red or navy.
ELK1004
£22.75

SPLASHFLEX DUNGAREES

Waterproof 8 000mm, windproof,
breathable dungarees. Tear resistant
fabric. Adjustable braces and
poppers at ankles. Navy.
CAS1004
£17.99

WATERPROOF GLOVES
HEDGEHOG WELLY RACK

Rustic hand painted welly holder.
MFW5265
£49.99

ELKA KIDS PU JACKET

SUN PROTECTION HAT

100% cotton cap with neck flap and
rigid peak for face protection.
One size. Assorted colours.
CLCHI16
£4.59

www.muddyfaces.co.uk

100% waterproof. Available in black.
Sizes 2-3yrs, 4-5yrs, 5-8yrs, 9-12yrs.
MDP1001
£20.00

CHILD’S WOOLLY SKI HAT
One size. Assorted colours.
CLCHI02

DUNLOP DULL WELLIES
£2.19

From child size 10 to adult size 5.
CLCHI28
£10.99

CLASSIC WELLIES

From size 3(19) to size 5 (38).
Available in green and blue.
DRW1001
from £12.00
No VAT on children’s clothing

Made from waterproof 10 000mm,
PU fabric that is breathable. Welded
seams, button front, detachable
hood, elasticated cuffs. Red or navy.
ELK1002
£23.00
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Outdoor Clothing

DRY KIDS RECYCLED
CLOTHING RANGE

MUDDY PUDDLES RECYCLED
CLOTHING RANGE

Muddy Puddles now produce the items
on this page using recycled fabrics
which are coated in a Bionic-finish
eco fluoride free waterproof coating.

Dry Kids have developed a
waterproof clothing range
whereby the PU coated polyester
fabric has been made from
recycled plastics. It is hard
wearing making it ideal
for forest schools and
outdoor play.

The clothing is hard-wearing and
ideal for outdoor adventures and
forest schools.
Waterproof to 10 000mm, breathable
with taped seams and unlined.

The clothing is waterproof to
7000mm and has heat sealed
waterproof seams. All items are
available unlined, however if
you do need extra warmth, the
dungarees are also available
fleece lined.

DRY KIDS PU SPLASH JACKET

Unlined waterproof jacket. Removable
hood, long curved back panel and
elasticated cuffs. Front zip with storm-flap.
DRY1103
£23.95

DRY KIDS PU SPLASH TROUSERS

MUDDY PUDDLES RAINY DAY SET

Unlined waterproof trousers with
elasticated waist and ankles. Adjustable
foot stirrups.
DRY1102
£15.95

Available with jacket and either trousers
or dungarees. Jacket is unlined with
front zip, removable hood, elasticated
cuffs. Dungarees have easy buckles,
trousers have elasticated waist. Both
have elasticated cuffs and adjustable
foot stirrups. Available in red or navy.
Jacket & dungarees MDP06 £52.50
Jacket & trousers MDP05 £47.00

MUDDY PUDDLES ORIGINALS
JACKET

Unlined jacket with front zip with
storm flap. Semi-elasticated hood
and elasticated cuffs. Red or navy.
MDP02
£27.00

MUDDY PUDDLES ORIGINALS
DUNGAREES

Unlined dungarees with easy buckles
and underfoot stirrups. Elasticated cuffs
at ankles. Available in red or navy.
MDP04
£26.00

DRY KIDS PU SPLASH
RAINSUIT

Unlined waterproof rainsuit
with front zip. Elasticated
cuffs at wrists and ankles.
Adjustable foot stirrups.
DRY1101
£34.95

DRY KIDS PU SPLASH DUNGAREES

Unlined waterproof dungarees with
adjustable shoulder straps. Poppers at
waist for improved fit, elasticated cuffs
and adjustable foot stirrups.
DRY1107
£17.95

ALL CLOTHING &
FOOTWEAR
Online shop for more outdoor
clothing & footwear resources:
clothing

jackets
rainsuits
warm layers

7

dungarees
hats, gloves & scarves

shop by brand

elka rainwear
dry kids
castle clothing
muddy puddles
result
didriksons
playshoes rainwear
ocean

www.muddyfaces.co.uk

DRY KIDS PU SPLASH FLEECE LINED
DUNGAREES

MUDDY PUDDLES ORIGINALS
TROUSERS

Fleece lined dungarees for extra warmth.
Adjustable shoulder straps with poppers
at waist for improved fit. Elasticated cuffs
and adjustable foot stirrups.
DRY1108
£19.95

Unlined trousers with elasticated waist
and underfoot stirrups. Elasticated cuffs
at ankles. Available in red or navy.
MDP01
£20.00

MUDDY PUDDLES ORIGINALS
PUDDLESUIT

Unlined rainsuit with front zip with
concealed flap. Semi-elasticated
hood, elasticated cuffs and adjustable
underfoot stirrups. Red or navy.
MDP03
£32.00

trespass
hi tek

children’s & adult footwear
walking boots
wellies & waders
socks & gaiters

recycled clothing
umbrellas
We accept Purchase Orders.
See back cover for more details.

FLOOR STANDING WELLY RACK

Simple portable welly rack, made
in the UK. Suitable for indoor and
outdoor use. Treated wood for
maximum durability. Holds 11 pairs.
25cm pegs - ideal for nurseries
MFW5262
£65.99
32cm pegs - ideal for schools
MFW5263
£76.99
No VAT on children’s clothing
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Mud Kitchens, Sand & Water Play
CREATE MODULAR MUD KITCHEN

Mud Kitchens, Sand & Water Play
You can find lots
of mud play ideas,
activities and resources
in our Outdoor Hub.

CREATE MAXI - MODULAR MUD KITCHEN

Rustic, mobile mud kitchen. 8 x H20cm
logs, 4 x trestles, 5 x plain planks, 1 x 1m
& 1 x 50cm hob planks.
H40cm
MFW9157
£379.99
H60cm
MFW9165
£439.99

An expansion of our popular Create set
(pictured below) with the addition of sinks,
heavy duty play crates, + extra trestles,
planks, hob and logs. This large set opens
up options for many children to be playing
concurrently with an abundance of resources.
H40cm
MFW9183
£1,229.99
H60cm
MFW9184
£1,399.99

Menu
templates

Recipe cards

Explorative, phsyical,
creative and
all very messy
second
edition

MODULAR MUD KITCHENS

For children to get the most out of their play and learning
opportunities, it’s important that they are able to change
and adapt their learning environment and take ownership
of the spaces they create. Our new Modular Mud Kitchen
system allows children to move and manipulate their mud
play area, supporting creativity and problem solving.

Jan White

and Liz Edwa

MAKING A MUD KITCHEN

rds

Available in 11 different
languages and FREE to
download.

CREATING
RICH
EXPERIENCES

NB: The pots and utensils in these photos are not included.

RUSTIC HOB PLANK

Plank only - naturally
weather resistant.
L50cm MFW9160 £25.29
L100cm MFW9161 £32.99

LOG SEATS SET OF 4

Height 20cm,
diameter 22-24cm.
MFW2150
£34.99

SINK
MINI HOB BENCH
H43cm, L50cm.
MFW9159

£89.99

Sink, waste pipe, collecting
bowl. Suitable for the outdoors.
H40cm MFW9158 £99.99
H60cm MFW9169 £105.00

PEBBLES

Assorted colours available.
See website for details.
Black & White Mix
OPPEB02
£28.99

SHELLS - 1kg

COBBLES

Assorted colours available.
See website for details.
COBBLE MIX
OPPEB22
£28.99

Small
OPSHE11
Medium OPSHE12
OPSHE13
Large
£15.39 each

GLASS BEANS
MFA1014

£4.39

MFA1005

£3.29

GLASS NUGGETS

Bulk bags need to be delivered on a pallet or dumpy bag and delivered to the roadside at
your address. It is then your responsibility to move the item from the roadside to where you require it.

IMAGINE MODULAR MUD KITCHEN

Simple and versitile mud kitchen. Hob and dials,
surfaces and supports.
H40, L100cm
MFW9156
£129.99
H65, L100cm
MFW9164
£139.99
9

MODULAR MUD KITCHEN CRATE SET
Includes 2 crates and 1 plank.
Size 40cm
MFW9611
Size 60cm
MFW9610

www.muddyfaces.co.uk

£148.99
£188.99

QUARTZ GRAVEL - 850kg

Quarried gravel.
OPSAN02
£130.99

PLAY BARK - BULK 850kg

Suitable for play areas.
OPWOO50
£219.99

PLAY SAND
12kg RAN1012 £9.99
20kg RAN1020 £12.99
£6.59 850kg OPSAN01 £149.99

TOP SOIL
15kg OPSOI02
850kg OPSOI01 £149.99

VAT not included
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Mud Kitchens, Sand & Water Play
CHOOSING WHICH CLAY TO USE
Air drying clay has fibres in it to give it rigidity when it dries, use this
type of clay for things you want to take home/keep indoors. If you plan
to leave your clay outdoors, work within a mud kitchen or stick clay
faces to trees etc then we recommend our natural school buff clay to
avoid man made fibres getting into the natural environment. Please note
that it’s kiln clay and will be very brittle when it dries out naturally.

TODDLER & TWOS

Includes bowls, saucepans, scoops,
utensils, jugs, watering cans.
OPMUD01
£119.89

PERFUME & LOTIONS

Pestle & mortars, strainers, funnels,
whisks, scoops pipettes and more.
OPMUD06
£119.89

In the spring frogs appeared in our garden, heading to the pond to
mate. We used a frog life cycle to help us explore the developmental
stages. The large bag of natural clay stored in our mud kitchen was
put to good use, as we started to create our own life cycle out of clay.

SPELLS & POTIONS

Pestle & mortar, strainers, funnels, jars,
cauldrons and utensils to mix spells.
OPMUD05
£119.89

The most fun was had when rolling lots and lots of little
balls for the frogspawn and pushing a felt tip
lid into each one. Once you have made
your clay frog, it is imperative you take
it to explore around your garden.
Don’t forget, the thing clay frogs like
best is a little push on the swing. Keep
an eye out for clay frog-eating birds
high up in the branches!

OUTDOOR HOB BENCH
H55cm, L100cm
H70cm, L100cm

MFW7018/55
MFW7018/70

£199.99
£209.99

PESTLE & MORTARS

See our website for more alternatives.
GRE29		
£16.99

FSCOO006
£5.49

1kg
12.5kg

For more resources see our website.
10cm colander FSCOO015
£5.49

WOODEN SPOONS

We have an extensive selection of
wooden spoons on the website.
FSCOO91
Set of 3
£2.59

OPSTA44

available in:

£5.49
£17.99 each
Stone SPC501 or
Terracotta SPC502

SIEVE

Use with sand and soil. Dia 36cm.
OPWAT22
£4.99

ALL Mud Kitchens, Sand &
Water Play

JARS

Assorted glass and plastic jars. See
our website for the full range.
500ml
AMP1018
£1.49
11

Online shop for many more
mud kitchens, sand & water play
resources:

BUCKETS

Need to transport water for your
mud pies? We have a bucket for you.
See the website for more info.
GAACC05
£4.99

www.muddyfaces.co.uk

General purpose clay ideal for making
boggarts or for using to make mud pies.
This is a kiln dry natural clay.
OPSTA22
£12.99

BASTER

AIR DRYING CLAY

COLANDERS AND STRAINERS

BUFF SCHOOL CLAY - 12.5kg

WATER PLAY JUGS SET OF 3
250ml, 500ml and 1000ml.
CMM218

£4.69

mud kits
sand play
water play

pestle & mortars
hobs & shelves
bottles & jars
bowls & buckets
brushes & mops
colanders sieves & funnels
crockery & cutlery
ingredients
corks & pine cones
clay
pebbles & cobbles

VAT not included

play bark & soil
sand & gravel
shells

jugs & scoops
measuring & weighing
utensils & cookware
caddies & trays
We accept Purchase Orders.
See back cover for more details.
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BIO DINNER SET - 79pc

BIO DINNER SET - 22pc

Includes plates, cups, utensils and a cooking pot.
Dishwasher safe.
DAN01
£20.89

Includes plates, cups, utensils, 2 coffee pots, 2 sugar
bowls and 2 cooking pots. Dishwasher safe.
DAN06
£48.39

The “I’m Green” symbol may only be used after
the amount of sustainable raw materials contained
in the product has been verified. Traditional PE is
primarily made of crude oil, where as “I’m Green”
PE (bioplastic) is made from at least 90% sugarcane
(ethanol).
Dantoy bioplastic are quality products
with a long service life and they are not
manufactured to be biodegradable.
If they were readily biodegradable, they
would not be durable.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Approved for contact with foods
Microwave safe
Dishwasher safe
High quality for many years of use
Frost-proof
Contains no toxins

BIO COFFEE SET

BIO SAND SET

BIO VEHICLES SET - 8pc

BIO SAND SET - 50pc

Includes plates, cups, utensils, sugar bowl and a coffee pot.
Dishwasher safe.
DAN03
£21.99

H12 x L16cm. 8 piece set that includes a car, plane, trucks
and a train and carriage. Dishwasher safe
DAN08
£51.69

BIO TRUCK

H17 x L29.5cm. Dishwasher safe.
1pc
MFK0082
£14.29
6pc
DAN04
£83.59
13
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Includes a spade, bucket, watering can and rake.
Dishwasher safe.
DAN02
£16.49

Includes spades, buckets, watering cans, scoops, sieves,
moulds and rakes. Dishwasher safe.
DAN07
£109.99

BIO TRACTOR

H17 x L27.5cm. Dishwasher safe.
1pc
MFK0083
£13.19
6pc
DAN05
£79.19

VAT not included
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Loose parts are open ended with
many play possibilities. They are used
to explore, question and experience,
providing children with the resources
required to follow their own interests
in playful, innovative and creative
ways. Artificial play space often can
be devoid of open ended resources
for children to move and manipulate.
These spaces can be improved by
adding loose parts provision.
Take a look at the loose parts tool kit
on www.inspiringscotland.org.uk

LOOSE PARTS SET

An interesting set to get your loose parts provision going. Chutes pipes,
guttering, funnels, planks poles, stands, tarpaulin, netting, tubs, crates,
clear tarpaulin and more.
MFK4024
£478.50

Most loose parts can be sourced for
little or no money. All it takes is the
time to find the people or companies
who can donate items to you. Aim
for a wide variety of objects in
abundance that you can add to.

NATURAL SEATS BONANZA

Enough seats for 50 children with mix of log seats, movable benches, thrones and mushrooms all hand made from
UK grown wood. The heights of the seats are mainly 30cm with a few at 40cm. See website for full content description.
PT174
£989.99

LOG SEATS - SET OF 30

MASSIVE LOOSE PARTS KIT

This set is made up of hundreds of items chosen for their rich play and learning opportunities. Including: den and structure
building with poles, bases, planks, milk crates, blocks and tarps, camo netting, hessian, tarpaulins and clear tarpaulins.
For budding engineers there are chutes, stands, balls, buckets and pulleys, carabiners, cord and rope and bamboo, pebbles,
scoops and buckets. Drawing and writing, yard chalks and chalk boards. Baskets, tubs and crates and much more. Pallet delivery.
MFK5011
£1,758.90

For outdoor use. Aesthetic seating with interesting bark and growth rings.
H30 x Dia 22-24cm OPWOO33 £222.00
H20 x Dia 26-30cm MFW2026

£285.00

This will be delivered
on a pallet to
the roadside at your
address. It is then your
responsibility to move the
item from the roadside to
where you require it.

A

B

RUSTIC PLANKS

Waney edged plank, smooth finish on one surface. Please
note widths vary as the planks are not straight.
A L100cm x W21-30cm
MFW5010
£29.99
B L100cm x W15-21cm
MFW5011
£21.79
15
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VAT not included

LOG SEATS - SET OF 4

The seats are cut from UK grown softwood trees such as Scots
pine and larch from sustainably managed UK woodlands.
H20 x Dia 18-22cm
MFW2145
£29.99
H20 x Dia 22-24cm
MFW2150
£34.99

We have lots of different variations of seats available on line.

16
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PLAIN MUSHROOM SEAT

EARLY YEARS NATURAL SEAT BONANZA

Enough seats for 50 young children with mix of log seats, movable benches, thrones and mushrooms all
hand made from UK grown wood. The heights of the seats are all approx 20cm. See website for full content description.
PT142
£599.99

ANIMAL SEATS - SET OF 4

Hand-carved wooden seats.
MFW4029		
20cm high
MFW4040
30cm high

£15.65
£25.50

Hand painted UK grown wood. Available individually online.
Set includes fox, mouse, badger and hedgehog. L50cm each.
MFW4063
£130.89

B

A

C

MILK CRATES AND TOPPERS - Set of 4
RUSTIC MOVABLE BENCHES
A
B

MFW5003 H22 x L100cm £37.99
MFW5002 H32 x L100cm £43.99

C

MFW5004 H22 x L50cm £22.99

Lightweight & mobile outdoor seating. Toppers fit
standard crates and are available individually online.
MFW4203
£139.99

PAINTED MUSHROOM SEAT
Hand-carved wooden seats.
20cm high MFW4020
30cm high MFW4022

£22.99
£32.99

HAND CARVED BENCHES

£599.00 each
Hand carved to order from UK sustainably sourced timber. Treated to enhance longevity. As wood is a
natural product, may develop cracks. This will not affect the integrity of the product. L120cm x H35cm.

Fox NEH1003

Owl NEH1001

Squirrel NEH1002

HEAVY DUTY PLAY CRATE WITH LID
HAND-CARVED TABLE AND STOOLS
Stool
MFW4044
Table
MFW4045
Table & 4 Stools MFW5080
17

H30 x Dia30-40cm
H35cm

£25.75
£76.87
£175.50

For indoor and outdoor use, the crates are handmade
in the UK and are strong enough to stand on. Ideal for
a multitude of open play and loose parts possibilities.
60cm
MFW9606
£99.99
40cm
MFW9607
£75.99

We have lots of different variations of seats available on line.

VAT not included

THRONES

Handmade (Height is to top of back).
29cm high MFW5017
£24.12
49cm high MFW5018
£32.99

FENCE PANELS - FREESTANDING

Child and environmentally-safe treated wood.
H80cm set of 3
MFW9151
H50cm set of 4
MFW9150

www.muddyfaces.co.uk

£169.99
£169.99
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UP AND DOWN SET

5 logs: 2 x H10cm,
2 x H20cm, 1 x H30cm.
Dia 22-30cm.
MFW5001
£49.99

MASSIVE UP AND
DOWN TRAIL

60 + pieces ranging from
10cm to 40cm high.
See website for full
details. (Pallet delivery)
PT173
£499.00

HALF LOGS

18pieces. L20 and L40cm, dia 5-8cm
OPWOO39		
£27.82

LOG STEPPING ROUNDS - Set of 10

Rustic log rounds, perfect for creating movable
outdoor stepping courses.
£45.00
18-22cm dia
MFW2129
22-24cm dia
MFW2151
£55.00

GIANT BALANCE COURSE -120+ chunky pieces

This large collection of resources will be delivered on a pallet. It offers a huge range of opportunities for
developing physicality, problem solving, communication and STEM, all which can be experienced in a real and very
physical situation with an element of controlled risk. This large set consists of over 120 chunky pieces of different sized
log bases, stepping logs, planks and balance poles, all made from UK grown wood. We have also added a couple of
chunky ropes. Why not set a project: what is it? how do we get across? and see where it leads. Soon the children
could be working together to cross the yard or alien swamp. This provides for plenty of opportunities to build
resilience when their ideas may not succeed the first time.
MFK5010
£975.99
This will be delivered on a pallet to the roadside at your address. It is then
your responsibility to move the item from the roadside to where you require it.

19
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BALANCE SET

2 x 1m, 4 x 50cm balance poles, 6 bases.
OPWOO58

VAT not included

£65.99
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Bring nature into your setting with these natural UK Grown
wooden blocks. Natural blocks are an ideal open-ended
resource for small world, construction and loose parts provision.
They combine the opportunity of both physicality and the
exploration of natural world. Each set has stackable units:10cm,
5cm and 2cm platforms and unique pieces.

SCAVENGER FRIENDS set of 10 

Open ended creatures, add ears horns
and tails with found natural materials.
MFW4400
£21.99

NATURE BLOCKS LOUNGE SET

NATURE BLOCKS 35

NATURE BLOCKS DINING TABLE
AND CHAIRS

35 pieces with platforms & stacking pieces.
MFW9179
£31.99

Includes rectangle table, x 6 chairs, x
6 mini dining plates.
MFW8611
£16.99

NATURE BLOCKS 70

70 pieces with platforms & stacking
pieces and doorway.
MFW9180
£74.99

NATURE BLOCKS ROUND TABLE
AND CHAIRS

Includes 1 x rustic round table with 4
x chairs.
MFW8613
£9.99

Set includes 1x Sofa, 2 x arm chairs
and 1 x fire place.
MFW8612
£16.99

NATURE BLOCKS 70 - in a wooden crate
The 70 set housed in a heavy duty play
crate.
MFW9187
£145.99

 Nature Block 70 in wooden crate

NATURE BLOCKS BED ROOM SET

Includes 2 x beds & 2 x bedside tables.
MFW8614
£9.99

NATURE BLOCKS DOORS &
WALLS SET
6 piece included in set.
MFW8615

£23.99

BLUE SHOES FAMILY

4 wooden family figures, perfect for
small world imaginative play.
ANH3011
£12.99

Please see website for
photos and descriptions
of each set.
Scavenger
friends

NATURE BLOCKS 150

150 pieces with platforms, stacking
blocks, walls and doorway.
MFW9181
£166.49

NATURE BLOCKS 150 in a wooden crate
MFW9185

£265.99

NATURE BLOCKS 450

A massive bundle of nature blocks.
MFW9182
£499.99

NATURE BLOCKS 450 with sorting
crates

450 set with a range of play crates for
tidy storage. Crates form part of the
construction play.
MFW9186
£979.99
21

 main photo shows the Nature block 70
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VAT not included
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KAPLA is a natural construction game made up of identical pine planks.
Due to their unique size, in the ratio of 1:3:5, KAPLA planks are an
innovative building block, ideal for creating a wide variety of structures.
KAPLA allows children to build, create and experiment
using their own imagination. It stimulates creativity,
encourages logical thinking, dexterity and concentration.
Hours of fun guaranteed, alone or with friends and family!

KAPLA 100 CASE

100 planks supplied in a
wooden storage box with
cover images showing
what’s possible with
less than 100 planks.
Ages 3+.
KAP103
£29.99

RUSTIC BUILDING BLOCKS
Larger Nature Blocks
are idea for outdoor
play offering opportunity to lift and
manipulate larger heavier pieces and
create bigger scale constructions.

Includes 30x 20cm, 20x 30cm & 10x
40cm UK grown wooden blocks.
Set of 60
MFW4033
£160.60

Includes a billy goat, nanny goat, kid, troll and a bridge building set.
MFK4005
£34.99

GIANT NATURE BLOCKS - 60 pcs

Build a tower as big as a giant with this comprehensive natural building block set.
MFW8700
£115.00
23
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200 planks & storage box.
Includes instruction booklet
for basic construction
techniques. Ages 3+.
KAP101
£49.99

KAPLA OCTOCOLOUR CASE

100 planks in 8 different colors. Ages 3+.
KAP104
£39.99

KAPLA 1000 PACK

1000 planks and
two construction
instruction booklets.
Supplied in an
easy-to-move
storage box.
Ages 3+.
KAP102
£289.99

BILLY GOATS BRIDGE SET

KAPLA 200 BOX

KAPLA BLACK AND WHITE CASE

50 black planks and 50 white planks. Ages 3+.
KAP105
£39.99

PYRAMID OF LOGS
10 logs. L10cm.
OPWOO47

£12.09

GIANT NATURE BLOCKS
STACKING SET - 40 pcs

40 pieces. Diameter 6-12cm, L5-10cm.
MFW8701
£74.99

VAT not included
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Bamboo is a sustainable material. It will go mouldy
if left damp. Dry the bamboo before storage and if
it goes mouldy wipe down with vinegar.

BAMBOO TRAYS

Natural trays from a sustainable material.
2 compartments
MFW5231
£8.79
3 compartments
MFW5230
£9.89

BAMBOO VESSELS

These pots are ideal for collecting things.
Dia 60mm
pack of 5
MFK0002
Dia 100mm
pack of 4
MFK0001

£12.09
£14.99

MULTI USE STANDS

4 different sized holes to fit varying poles. Also has
2 metal eyelets on the side for attaching ropes etc.
H10cm
MFW4010
£12.09
H20cm
£16.49
MFW4012

 BAMBOO

CHUTES MIXED SET

10 pieces of bamboo, 2
each of 6cm x 50cm, 6cm
x 1m, 10cm x 50cm, 10cm
x 1m and 10cm x 1.8m.
Stands not included.
MFW5260
£87.99

BAMBOO CHUTES - Pack of 4
MFW5270
MFW5271
MFW5273
MFW5274
25
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width

length

4-7cm
4-7cm
9-12cm
9-12cm

50cm
100cm
50cm
100m

£14.99
£27.50
£19.99
£42.99

MULTI USE STAND AND SUPPORT

For supporting your bamboo chutes.
Small - H10cm
MFW4008
Large - H20cm
MFW4009

BAMBOO CHUTE CONSTRUCTION SET
£26.39
£32.99

Includes 3 supports, 8 chutes with dia 10cm in the following
lengths 2 x 50cm, 4 x 1m, 2 x 1.8m, a couple of clamps.
MFW5261
£175.99

VAT not included
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SHELTER FIXING KIT

This is the ultimate shelter fixing kit,
with more than enough resources to rig
your site, allowing you to erect your
large shelters quickly and easily. The
kit includes a strong, natural-looking,
rot-resistant rope, a length of hose
to protect the tree and a screwgate
carabiner, to use as your main, overhead
line and pulley. It also includes a snap
carabiner for quick attachment, 70m of
para cord, 25m of thin coloured cord
and 10 bungees. This kit should cover all
your tying out needs with plenty spare
for other projects. Now the nifty bit,
we have also put in 9 small carabiners,
coloured tape and wooden discs so that
you can number up your fixing points.
Finally, there is a dry bag to keep
everything together.
MFK42
£83.59

WATERPROOF SHELTERS
Exclusively designed for Muddy
Faces and made in the UK.
All our shelters are made from a fire
retardant fabric that is 100% waterproof.
The shelter has a webbing strap
across the middle, creating a
reinforced band, and strength, to the
central lifting loop. Fixing points have
military grade D loops strengthened
by triangular gussets. Double folded
seams with reinforced edging.
Complete with storage bag. A strong
and versatile shelter. Please note that
these shelters do not come with ropes
and fixings.
Colour:

olive green or

camo.

OPDEN58

GREEN SHELTER – 4.5m dia

CAMO SHELTER – 6m dia

CAMO SHELTER – 4.5m dia

GREEN SHELTER – 7.5m dia

GREEN SHELTER – 6m dia

CAMO SHELTER – 7.5m dia

Weight 1.97kg. OPDEN61 £199.99
Weight 1.97kg.
Weight 3.0kg.
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Round Shelter laid out flat

MBP67

£199.99

OPDEN62 £275.00

Weight 3.0kg.

Weight 5.32kg.
Weight 5.32kg.

MBP68
MBP55
MBP69

www.muddyfaces.co.uk

CAMO SHELTER – 4.5m x 4.5m

GREEN SHELTER – 6m x 6m

CAMO SHELTER – 3m x 3m

GREEN SHELTER – 4.5m x 4.5m

GREEN SHELTER – 7.5m x 7.5m

Weight 1.3kg.

£419.00
£419.00

CAMO SHELTER – 1.5m x 3m
Weight 0.7kg.

£275.00

Central webbing
lifting loop

Military grade D
loops

OPDEN58
OPDEN59

£49.99
£95.99

CAMO SHELTER – 3m x 4.5m
Weight 1.9kg.

OPDEN60 £139.99

Weight 2.7kg.
Weight 2.7kg.

MBP66
MBP61

£189.99
£179.99

GREEN SHELTER – 4.5m x 6m
Weight 3.8kg.

MBP62

VAT not included

£189.99

Weight 4.0kg.

Weight 6.35kg.

MBP63
MBP64

£220.99
£339.99

For shelter and den making
ideas, visit our hub online.
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PLAYING AND EXPLORING
THROUGH DEN BUILDING
The ultimate loose parts resources,
den building provides a plethora of
learning opportunities and rich social
interactions.

SIGN - DEN BUILDING

L18-20cm x W8-12cm.
MFW1120
£4.39

Hundreds more den building
resources available in our
online shop.

Lots more signs available
from our website.

Visit our Outdoor Hub for
lots of activities, ideas and
inspiration.

EXPLORER DEN KIT - ADVENTURE

Camo tarp, paracord, 10 tent pegs,
small tarp to sit on, torch, mess tins,
enamel mug, and a roll mat.
MFK54
£39.59

DELUXE CLASS SIZED DEN BUILDING KIT

A massive den building kit. Please visit our website for full product list.
MFK57
£626.99

LIGHTWEIGHT TARPAULINS

Various sizes available. See online.
£8.49
Camo
FSTAR03/M
Blue or green FSTAR31/M
£5.49

DD TARPS

Waterproof and lightweight.
£34.99
3m x 3m
OPDEN64
XL
OPDEN63
£44.99
£65.99
Superlight
OPDEN89

CLASS SIZED DEN BUILDING KIT

Large den kit for making up to 5 separate dens.
MFK55
£133.09

DEN POLES

Natural wooden pole with a hole in
one end. L110cm.
OPWOO09
£5.49

CONSTRUCTION POLES

Natural wooden pole with a hole in
both ends. L110cm.
OPWOO15
£5.78

DEN POLE
STAND
DEN KIT WITH 2 DEN POLES

Tarpaulin 2.7 x 3.5m, 2 x 5m nylon rope, 10 tent pegs,
wooden sign, 2 x 110cm den poles.
MFK51
£28.59
29

BRIGHT DEN COVERS KIT

This large kit has been put together to enable you to make
brightly coloured dens of many different shapes and sizes.
MFK59
£109.99

www.muddyfaces.co.uk

Supports 2
denpoles.
MFW2120
£8.79

SIT MATS

Lightweight mats to provide
protection from the ground when
sitting or kneeling. Colours may vary.
OPDEN33
£1.49

SMALL HAMMOCK

HAMMOCKS

We have a large selection of
lightweight and durable hammocks
available on our website

Made from weather
proof and UV-resistant
material. Lying surface
220x120cm. Colours may
vary. More sizes available
AMA08
£39.99

VAT not included
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HEAVY DUTY TIPPING CART

Max load cap 450kg. Tough plastic
tray on steel frame. Pneumatic tyres.
DRA5001
£186.00

METAL WHEELBARROW 2 FRONT WHEELS
TIPI SET

Waterproof tipi made from flame retardant, waterproof
nylon. Comes with poles, pegs and storage bag.
MFK6001
£109.99

CAMPFIRE PLAY SET

A plastic cauldron and 110cm wooden poles create a
realistic looking campfire set up.
OPMUD07
£24.99

L80 x W30 x H41cm. Metal frame
and barrow. Self assembly.
ROB002
£41.99

STEEL MESH GARDENERS CART

Max load cap 200kg. Steel cart with fold down sides, pneumatic tyres.
DRA5006
£154.55

CHILD’S WHEELBARROW
RED
WHEELBARROW

CAMO NETTING - FIRE RETARDANT

Fire retardant and rot-proof. Mould and UV treated.
100% waterproof. Various sizes and colours available.
FROM £7.69
SEE OUR WEBSITE FOR DETAILS

ALL DEN BUILDING
Online shop for many more
den building resources:
den poles & stands
hammocks & hanging chairs
hooks & hammock accessories
hanging chairs & hammocks

kits & sets

den kits and sets
large group den kits
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CAMO NETTING - STANDARD

Available in green or white. Water and fungus resistant.
Made from 100% nylon. Various sizes available.
SEE OUR WEBSITE FOR DETAILS
FROM £8.99

mats & rugs
tents & tipis
camo netting
den covers
bungees, carabiners & fasteners
rope, string & cord
clamps, clips & pegs
crates, poles & stands
mallets & tent pegs
accessories

www.muddyfaces.co.uk

tarps & bashas

eyelets & tarp tape
material tarps & bashas
plastic tarps

L77 x W37 x H47cm.
Metal frame,
plastic barrow.
Self assembly
required.
ROB003
£26.99

L78 x W35 x H44cm. Metal frame,
Self assembly required.
BRR51
£29.99

FOLDING CART

L89 x W53 x H114cm. Max cap
75kg. Steel frame with robust lining.
DRA5003
£85.99

METAL WHEELBARROW

L80 x W38 x H41cm. Metal frame and
barrow. Self assembly required.
ROB001
£36.99

shelters

fire retardant shelters
emergency shelters
sun & wind protection

We accept Purchase Orders.
See back cover for more details.

GARDEN TIPPING CART

Max load cap 200kg. Tough plastic tray on steel frame. Pneumatic tyres.
DRA5002
£139.00

VAT not included
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Visit our shop online for
many more storage &
transportation resources:

We have plenty of different bags and rucksacks
available online - see our website for more details

sheds
shelving
tins & containers
tubs& crates
welly stands
wheelbarrows
carts & trolleys
caddies & trays
tool storage
baskets & hampers
MOBILE TOOL CHEST - 109L

L76 x W47 x H48cm. Telescopic handle, removable tote
tray. Heavy duty wheels.
FSSTO20
£89.99

baskets
hampers
trays & trugs

MOBILE TOOL CHEST - 227L

L94 x W58 x H58cm. Telescopic handle, removable tote
tray and heavy duty wheels.
TLB503
£186.99

DUBLIN 15L DAYSACK

Waterproof bag with wide zipped
top, 2 side pockets. Assorted colours.
£9.99
FSBAG26

rucksacks & haversacks
cool bags
dry bags & map cases

RAMBLER RUCKSACK
Airmesh back system.
33L
HGH354
FSBAG19
44L

£23.99
£31.89

dry bags
map cases

bags

cotton & canvas bags
other bags
paper bags

We accept Purchase Orders.
See back cover for more
details.

TOOL BOX

Secure metal latches, removable tote
tray. See website for sizes.
from £14.29
FSSTO06

WATERPROOF TOOL BOX

L71 x W31 x H28cm. Heavy duty,
water resistant, removable tote tray.
£54.99
FSSTO15

ZIP TOP HOLD ALL

Made from strong durable canvas.
See website for details
from £19.99
FSSTO01

CHILD’S BASKETS - SET OF 2
HME1008

£10.99

HME1005

£3.99

CHILD’S SEAGRASS BASKET

HEAVYWEIGHT TOOL BAG - L76cm

HGH322
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HGH317

OPTRA02
£10.99
See the website for more
Baskets and hampers

SMALL HAMPER

L30 x W23 x 11cm.
HME1004

£14.99

£11.99

TOOL BELT

ROPE HANDLED TOOL BAG - L75cm

CHILD’S GONDOLA BASKET

£12.99

www.muddyfaces.co.uk

Leather tool belt with tools.
FSSTO23
£32.99
More toolbelts available online

TOUGH STORAGE CRATES

L60 x W40 x H18cm. Stackable crate
with reinforced bale arms.
CRATE003
£14.99

SHALLOW GORILLA TUBS

OPTRA14
£6.99
See website for colours and sizes

VAT not included

GORILLA TUBS

14L
OPTRA10
26L
OPTRA11
See website for more sizes

£5.99
£7.99
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OUTDOOR STORAGE SHEDS

LOCKABLE OUTDOOR
STORAGE SHEDS

Handmade in the UK with an airflow design to help
moisture escape, reducing the likelihood of damp and mold.
Made from FSC treated wood, these sheds are robust with
attractive wooden rooves, sides and doors. Strong slatted
shelves provide space for ample storage. Will accommodate
60cm long crates.

These sturdy lockable storage sheds have the same airflow system
to reduce moisture as the tarp fronted sheds. The slatted doors
have attractive black fixings - heavy duty hinges, a hasp and
staple suitable for a pad lock and two cabin hooks to secure the
doors in an open position.

The tarp fronted sheds are functional for settings that want
to access their resources throughout the day, the tarps can
be rolled up and secured, or taken off completely.

The lockable storage sheds have a space to add a sign above
the doors and are ideal for when resources need to be secured.
(padlock not included)

2 SHELF

2 SHELF

External width 103cm,
depth 84cm, height 100cm.
MFW8100/T
£449.99

External width 103cm,
depth 84cm, height 100cm
MFW8100/D
£499.99

4 SHELF

4 SHELF

External width 103cm, depth
84cm, height 178cm.
MFW8101/T
£589.99

External width 103cm, depth
84cm, height 178cm
MFW8101/D
£649.99

Outdoor Storage Sheds with crates

Sheds come with small and large crates. The recycled plastic
crates are perforated to allow air flow to aid moisture
reduction. The heavy duty wooden crates can be used for
storage, seating and as part of the loose play provision.

Lockable Outdoor Storage Sheds with crates
2 SHELF- RECYCLED CRATES

2 SHELF- WOODEN CRATES

4 SHELF- RECYCLED CRATES

4 SHELF- WOODEN CRATES

MFW8200/D
MFW8201/D

2 SHELF- RECYCLED CRATES

2 SHELF- WOODEN CRATES

4 SHELF- RECYCLED CRATES

4 SHELF- WOODEN CRATES

MFW8200/T
MFW8201/T

£498.96
£688.92

MFW8300/T
MFW8301/T

£548.99
£748.99

MFW8300/D
MFW8301/D

£777.99

£1199.99

£727.99

£1139.99

All sheds come fully assembled on a pallet to the kerbside. They need to be sited on a
firm flat base. Visit the website for more details about each shed, delivery and siting your shed.
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EARLY YEARS STARTER WOODWORK TOOL SET

A sample of tools to get your woodwork going. See
website for full list of contents.
MFK4100
£89.99

EARLY YEARS WOODWORK TOOL SET

A comprehensive range or woodworking tools for early
years. See website for full contents.
MFK4101
£249.99

OUTDOOR WOODWORKING BENCH

Designed for use outside. Made from child- and environmentally- safe treated
wood. Available with or without vices. See the website for more details.

EARLY YEARS

KS1-KS2

Bench no vice
MFW7017/55 £189.99
Bench & clamp vice MFW7020 £229.99
Bench & quick vice MFW7021 £232.99
Bench & both vices MFW7022 £272.99

Bench no vice
MFW7017/70
Bench & clamp vice MFW7023
Bench & quick vice MFW7024
Bench & both vices MFW7025

£199.99
£239.99
£242.99
£282.99

STANLEY QUICK VICE

Sliding jaw and one handed lever for
easy use and positioning.
TLB302
£42.99

COMPLETE WOODWORKING SET

Everything you need to set up and work with tools, sawing,
drilling, screwing, hammering. See website for full contents.
MFK5001
£493.90

HAMMERING SET - CLASS SIZED
See website for contents of set.
MFK4001/Glasses
MFK4001/Goggles

£91.29
£91.29

TABLE VICE 75MM

Attach to surface 400mm thick.
CRM01
£39.99

See website for contents of set.
MFK4002

SAW HORSE 

Creates an ergonomic sawing
stance. Legs lock to prevent
trapped fingers.
H45cm
MFW9106
£44.99
H65cm
MFW9110
£49.99
 OUTDOOR

£72.59

Make your own wooden tag with palm drill, discs,
sanding block and string. Different options available.
MFK216
£43.99

TRESTLE - SET OF 2

Sturdy supports for woodworking
or even your mud kitchen! (plank
and resources not included)
H40cm
MFW9154
£69.99
H60cm
MFW9155
£79.99
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DRILL YOUR OWN TAG KIT

SCREWING SET - CLASS SIZED

VICES (KIDS AT WORK)

Rotates horizontally. Attaches to
work tops upto 45mm thick.
50mm
CRV333
£13.99
60mm
CRV334
£24.99

COMING SOON.... new range of woodworking benches due out in Spring 2022

SOFTWOOD HAND DRILL SET
2, 3 and 4mm hand drill set.
FSWOO09

£3.49

CONKER CLAMPS

Holds conkers firmly so can be drilled.
Brown
FSWOO03
£6.49
Mushroom CRV347
£6.99

www.muddyfaces.co.uk
VAT not included

See page 33 for tool storage

VAT not included
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A
B

HAND DRILL - KIDS AT WORK

Drill bits sold separately.
FSKAW12 8mm chuck
CRV314 6mm chuck

£24.99
£19.99

CHILDREN’S WOOD RASPS

Available as set of 3 or
individually. See website
for details.
Set of 3
FSKAW02
£13.19

SCREWDRIVERS - KIDS
AT WORK

Available individually. See
website for details.
Set of 3
FSKAW01
£10.99

C

D

FOLDING SAWS

See online for full range.
A Silky F180 Folding Saw
B Bahco Laplander Folding Saw
C No 12 Opinel Folding Saw
D Folding Pruning Saw

FSFOL02
FSFOL05
FSFOL04
FSFOL06

£27.99
£36.99
£25.99
£15.99

A
B

C

D

PALM DRILLS

Can be used with one hand. Light and easy to carry around.
A Long
C Child size
FSWOO30 £4.95
FSWOO27
B Palm drill FSWOO28
D Rustic
£4.95
MFW7600

£4.95
£6.95

HAND DRILL - 8MM

Keyless chuck with 8mm capacity.
FSWOO02
£21.99

A
B

C

D

BAHCO BOW SAWS

CLAW AND BALL HAMMER
Ball Hammer CAN1001
Claw Hammer CAN1002

£4.99
£4.99

HACKSAW - KIDS AT WORK
Blade length 15cm.
FSKAW07
39

£8.99

HAMMER SET

PISTOL GRIP HAND DRILL

SHORT SAW

TRADITIONAL MINI DOZUKI

Available individually - see website.
MFK105
£13.99

L35cm. Comes with blade guard.
FSKAW11
£19.99

www.muddyfaces.co.uk

Keyless chuck with 8mm capacity.
Fully enclosed gears.
£18.99
FSWOO24

Blade length 15cm.
AUG2001

£24.99

BAHCO ERGO BOW SAWS

Ideal for dry wood. Integrated hand guard. Supplied with
peg tooth blade and protective blade cover.
A 61cm
FSBOW05
£15.99
B 53cm
£14.99
FSBOW06
C 30cm
FSBOW03
£19.99

L53cm (21”). Lightweight,
heavy duty saw with
integrated hand guard.
D
FSBOW09
£19.99

FORESTERS BOWSAW

BOW SAW 61CM

Blade length 61cm. Blade protector included.
FSBOW01

£9.99

VAT not included

Blade length 53cm. Sharp end allows
for easier access to undergrowth.
FSBOW02
£9.99
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FROE
NEWTON BILL HOOK
Blade L25cm.
FSBIL07

£26.99

£18.99

L68cm. 10cm cutting action.
FSLOP14

£39.99

BYPASS LOPPERS

41

FOREST SCHOOL STARTER KIT

Enough equipment to get your Forest School started.
KITFS100
£91.99

Bowsaw, pruning saw, pruners,
loppers and a tool bag.
£69.99
MFK4007

COMPOUND BYPASS LOPPERS
WITH EXTENDABLE HANDLES

L48cm. Wt 900g.
FSLOP01

£59.99
£64.99

LEADERS PRUNING KIT

BACHCO AXE

L36cm. Wt 567g.
FSWOO10

Made in UK.
FSWOO16 Blade 13cm
FSWOO15 Blade 25cm

£27.99

FOREST SCHOOL ADVANCED TOOL KIT

All the tools and equipment needed to run a
full forest school session.
£568.69
KITFS103

COMPOUND BYPASS LOPPER

L73cm. 3.8cm cutting action.
FSLOP15
£27.99

RAZORSHARP MINI BYPASS

DUAL GEARED BYPASS LOPPER

www.muddyfaces.co.uk

Blade length 10.4cm. Wt 116g. Stainless steel blade. 6 colours available. See
website for details. Olive green FSKNV13, Blue FSKNV42, Green FSKNV43,
£11.99 each
Magenta MRA22, Black MRA23, Orange MRA24

NO 7 OPINEL ROUND END KNIFE

Blade length 8cm. Stainless steel blade.
Natural FSKNV02, Blue FSKNV11,
Red FSKNV12
£10.99 each

PRUNERS

L19cm. Adjustable blade tension.
FSSEC03 Anvil
£19.99
FSSEC04 Bypass
£18.99

L45cm. Cutting dia 3cm. Carbon steel.
SPE22
£26.39

MORA 860 COMPANION

L67.5cm. Cutting dia 4cm.
SPE24

£36.29

MORA PRO C SAFE KNIFE

Blade length 8cm. Carbon blade with
round safety tip. Ergonomic handle.
£9.99
MRA52

OPINEL KNIVES

Tempered stainless steel blade.
No 7 orange FSKNV04
£12.09
No 7 natural FSKNV05
£9.99
No 6 natural FSKNV01
£9.99

MORA BASIC WITH HANDGUARD

Blade length 9.5cm. Carbon steel blade.
FSKNV17
£6.89

MORA SCOUT 39 SAFE KNIFE

LANCASHIRE SERRATED

L15cm. Stainless steel blade with
serrated edge. Wooden handle.
GRE28
£1.79

Stainless steel blade with blunt tip.
Different colours available.
FSKNV39
£24.99

WOODWORKING BUNDLE

SPEED PEELER

Y SHAPED PEELER

L12cm. Stainless steel swivel blade.
GRE23
£1.99

VAT not included

MFK38

£50.59

L15cm. Single cast swivel head peeler.
KTC11
£6.99
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LOG PLANTERS

Rustic log planter ideal for flowers or herbs.
50cm
MFW4041
£32.99
75cm
MFW4042
£46.79
£55.59
100cm
MFW4043

BULLDOG JUNIOR GARDEN TOOLS
Scaled down version of adult tools.
Forged from a single piece of steel.
Hoe
GACHI01
£17.99
Fork
£29.99
GACHI02
Spade
GACHI04
£25.99
Rake
£15.99
GACHI03

YOUNG GARDENERS TOOL SET

Carbon steel head with ash handle.
Available individually - see website.
DRA6008		£66.98

YOUNG GARDENER HAND TOOL SET

STAINLESS STEEL HAND TOOLS

Trowel
Fork

RLS3007
RLS3008

£5.49
£5.49

Set of 3 carbon steel tools. Available
individually, see website for details.
DRA6009
£13.08

DIGGING FORK AND SPADE

Stainless steel head.
Fork
SPE62
SPE61
Spade

HAND TOOLS

Trowel
Fork

GAADU07
GAADU06

PAINTED ANIMAL PLANTERS

£19.99
£19.99

Hand painted rustic log animal planters.
Badger
MFW4024
£32.99
Hedgehog
£32.99
MFW4023
Fox
MFW4027
£32.99
Mouse
MFW4037
£32.99

£7.69
£7.69

METAL BUCKET

H13cm. Dia 15cm.
GAACC05

METAL WATERING CAN
£4.99

ALL TOOLS
Online shop for many more tools.
We have the most comprehensive
range of forest school tools available
on our website.
CHILDS TOOL SET
MINI GARDEN TOOLS
GACHI14
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£9.99

L18cm. 3 tools in mesh bag. Available
separately.
GACHI11
£5.79

www.muddyfaces.co.uk

CHILDREN’S FORK & TROWEL SET

Stainless steel head and hardwood
handles.
SPE21
£10.99

kids at work range

lots of child-sized tools

knives

peelers & penknives

H14cm, dia 13cm.
BRR30

£8.99

safety tip knives & sheath knives
woodcarving

drilling

clamps & vices
palm drills, drills & drill bits

work benches & saw horses
hammers, nails & mallets
saws

bowsaws, blades & folding saws
hacksaws & woodworking saws

screwdrivers & screws

VAT not included

HOW DOES MY GARDEN GROW
- GERDA MULLER
500377

£10.99

garden tools

adult sized spades, forks & rakes
child sized tools
hand trowels & forks
brushes & brooms

axes, froes, chisels & bill hooks
loppers & secateurs
rasps
toolboxes & bags
sandpaper & useful accessories
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FOREST SCHOOL
STARTER SET

1 x bowsaw, 1 x hacksaw,
1 x small loppers, 6 x
peelers,1 x camo tarp,
30m high vis rope, large
reel of cotton string,
6 pairs of children’s
protective gloves, Muddy
Faces cotton sack.
This Forest School Starter
Kit has a great balance
of tools and equipment
to get your Forest School
project going.
4-7yrs Gloves
KITFS100/4 £101.19
8-12yrs Gloves
KITFS100/8 £101.19

FOREST SCHOOL ACTIVITY KIT
Drawstring bags, rope, string,
various pulleys, carabiners,
assorted tarps, camo netting,
childrens garden tools, field
guides for identification, various
items for catching and observing
insects, safety mirrors, collapsible
binoculars, collecting bags, tent
pegs and bungee straps, sit mats,
tape, clipboards, crayons, calico
squares, buckets and some baskets.

MAGNESIUM FIRE FLINT
L7cm.

Cotton bags, billhook and cover,
junior hacksaw and blades,
bow saws, sheath knife, knives
with handguards, loppers and
secateurs, massive ball of sisal
string, 220m poly rope, 30m sisal
rope and hempex rope (10mm),
tool bag and box, 2 medium
lightweight tarps and clips, XL DD
Tarp, hand drill and bits, micro
froe, palm drills, fork and trowel,
10 sit mats, gaffer tape, Forest
School Leaders Guide: How to
Use Knives with Groups.
This kit has been designed to
provide you with all the tools and
equipment you would need to run
full Forest School sessions.
KITFS103
£568.69
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£8.99

GROUP FIRE LIGHTING AND SAFETY KIT

Fire steels, fire flints and strikers, kneeler mat, waterproof
matches, kindling, firelighters, fire blanket, fire gloves, burns
kit, water container and flexi tub.
KITFC200
£186.99

Designed to provide resources
for hundreds of activities that
do not require tools, such as
den building, collecting natural
materials, art and craft, collecting
information, drawing pictures,
bark rubbing and natural paints,
investigating fauna and flora, this
list could go on and on.
KITFS102
£332.74

FOREST SCHOOL ADVANCED
GROUP KIT

FSFIR08

FIRE LIGHTING SET

Cotton wool, fire flint & striker, wooden disc in a cotton bag.
TOSET22
£6.04

GROUP FIRE LIGHTING SET

Firelighters, cottonwool, fire steel, fire flint and striker, waterproof
matches. Cotton bag to collect and dry kindling, toolbox.
KITFC102
£54.99

FIRESTEEL - STRIKEFIRE

SWEDISH FIRESTEEL 2.0 BIO SCOUT

FIREBALL FLINT AND STRIKER

L14.5 X W8cm. Available in red, orange, blue and cocoshell.
LGH1006
£8.99

FSFIR26 medium L7.5cm
FSFIR25 large L9.5cm

FSFIR22 small L3.5cm
FSFIR21 grand L 7cm

VAT not included

£8.50
£12.50

£5.99

£4.99
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DRAGONS SNEEZE FIRE STEEL AND STRIKER
What prompted the design of the Dragons Sneeze?

I had been chatting to a lady with osteoporosis who had struggled to hold a
standard fire flint, and this got me thinking. So I designed a system that created
two chunky handles that were easy to hold. As Muddy Faces is based in Sheffield,
it was ideal for sourcing a fantastic, quality hardened-steel blade for the striker.
I sent her my prototype and she said she found it worked really well and was
easy to use. I thought if it helped her, surely, it would be useful for others.
I certainly hadn’t expected how well received it would be.

The fire steels are made from a premium quality ferrous rod
manufactured in Europe and the fire striker has a hardened steel blade
made in the UK. Both steel and striker have chunky ergonomic wooden handles
making them easier to use, the handles are turned in the UK.
They are attached by a brightly coloured lanyard to help
locate the flint in a natural setting. The lanyard gives a greater
range of movement than conventional fire steel systems.

How did you come up with the name?

We ran a competition asking our
customers for suggestions to name our
new, innovative designed fire steel
and striker. Four people suggested the
Dragons Sneeze. We thought the action
of a sneeze as quick, powerful and
sometimes surprising, was just like the
spark created when you strike our steel,
and we liked the name! So it was decided
and we sent the competition winner a
Dragons Sneeze plus some other bits to
get their fire started.

Who is the Sneeze for?

I think it’s really handy for all practitioners
to have at least one Dragons Sneeze in
their kit. It offers an alternative action
to the traditional fire flints and it seems that most people can master it easily,
allowing success for each individual in a group.
“The dragons sneeze is still going strong, in fact it’s the only fire steel
anyone wants to use in my sessions!”
“I run Forest School sessions for adults with ASD & Learning Disabilities. Lighting
fires is an activity which my learners find very rewarding but unfortunately some
of the people who attend struggled to use fire steels. Muddy Faces advised me to
try their “Dragons Sneeze” fire steels which are more suitable for people who find
fine motor tasks difficult. They’re brilliant! Learners who previously couldn’t light
fires can now enjoy doing so. Muddy Faces practical advice and knowledge of how
to make accommodations to ensure inclusive practice have definitely helped me to
improve my sessions.”
Michael James (author of Forest School and
Autism - A Practical Guide)

 DRAGONS

SNEEZE – LARGE main photo

Steel size: metal rod: L95mm, dia 7.5mm; wooden handle: L105mm with 60mm of
exposed ferrous rod, overall length 165mm. Striker size: blade: L32mm; handle: L100mm.
MFT103
£23.09

DRAGONS SNEEZE – MEDIUM  photo above

Steel size: metal rod: L60mm, dia 6mm; wooden handle: L75mm with 45mm
of exposed ferrous rod, overall length 120mm. Striker size: blade: L32mm;
handle: L100mm.
MFT104
£17.59

To get in contact with Michael email him at
mjforestschool@outlook.com

FOREST SCHOOL
AND AUTISM
by Michael James

Raising autism
awareness
amongst practitioners.
JAM2001
£18.99

DRAGONS SNEEZE FIRE STARTER SET

Includes a Dragons Sneeze, some kindling and cotton wool, stored in a tin.
MFK106
£25.00

The Dragons Sneeze was designed and developed
by Liz Edwards at Muddy Faces.
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NATURAL FIRELIGHTERS

Firelighters contain wood
shavings and fully refined
paraffin wax. They are
natural, odourless, easy to
light and have a long burn.
Pack of 3
CER1001
Pack of 30
CER1002
Pack of 50
CER1003
Pack of 200
CER2004

£1.09
£4.39
£5.99
£19.79

DRAGON’S FIRE PIT

HABA FIREPIT

DOUBLE FIRE BOX SET

FIREBOX SINGLE

CAMPING FIRE PIT

PITTSBURGH INDUSTRIAL FIRE PIT

H48cm. Dia 61.5cm. Wt 11kg. Heavy duty fire pit made
in the UK from steel. Requires self assembly.
MFW9190
£174.99

KILN DRIED KINDLING
BOWDRILL

Includes bow, drill, base board, double bearing block.
Using a bow drill is an advanced firelighting technique..
£32.99
FSFIR03
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KILN DRIED LOGS

L25cm. Approx 9-14 logs.
CER5001
£5.99

Includes fire box, lid, mild steel grill and carry bag. All
items are available separately on the website.
FSFIR36
£164.99

FIRE BOWL, PAN AND STAND SET

FIRE BOWL

Dia 24cm. Heatproof ceramic fire bowl.
FSCOO54

Approx 100 sticks
CER2005
£5.49

£59.99

Heatproof ceramic fire bowl, flat based pan and 3
ceramic supports for pan to sit on.
FSCOO68
£87.99

www.muddyfaces.co.uk

H50cm. Dia 65cm.Carbon steel fire pit with adjustable
birch legs.
HAB1001
£229.99

H43cm. Dia 56cm. Made from durable steel with
protective mesh lid, chrome grill and storage bag.
LAH501
£69.99

L35xW35xH10cm. Made from steel plate with detachable
legs. Grill and kettle not included.
FSFIR31
£89.99

H30cm. Dia 60cm. Made from heavy gauge steel which
oxidises to a rustic finish.
LAH504
£116.99

VAT not included
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PROSPECTOR PAN

Made in the UK from black spun iron.
20cm NET408 £41.99
25.5cm NET409 £46.99

TRIPOD AND HANGING GRILL

Adjustable hanging grill and tripod. Fire pit not included.
LAH507
£89.99

TRIPOD - 90cm
H90cm. Chains
included.
FSCOO13
£33.33

PORTABLE FIRE PIT WITH LONG LEGS

A lightweight fire pit made from mild steel with
3 removable legs. Base is 30cm off the ground.
Tripod and chains sold separately.
MBP3001
£69.99

FRONTIER WOOD STOVE

H241xW30xL50cm. Long flue to transport fumes and
smoke away from cooking area. Simple to assemble and
folds down for easy carrying.
FSCOO034
£199.99
See the website for more information and accessories available

TRIPOD & CHAINS FOR PORTABLE FIRE PIT

3 stainless steel extension legs screw to the base legs
of the fire pit. Held in place by the triangular hat.
MBP3002
£49.99

A

GLAMPING PAN

Made in the UK from black spun iron.
20cm NET401 £49.99
26cm NET402 £52.99

B

We have a whole range of
cast iron cookware from
Netherton, on our website.
 STORM

KETTLES

Made in the UK and
available in 2 sizes.
Original and Popular. They
are easy to use and quickly
provides you with hot water
or a heat source using
natural fuel sources. Made
from aluminium with either
a silver or black finish.

A

POPULAR STORM
KETTLE

H25.5cm. Holds 1l of water
FSFIR11 Silver
£54.99
EDN44 Black
£61.99
B

CAMPFIRE GRILL

W27cm. H19cm. Folds flat for easy storage.
Single L33cm
ADA102
Double L52cm
ADA103
51

HEAVY DUTY CAMPFIRE GRILL

£15.83
£24.99

L60 x W40 x H23cm. Folds flat for easy storage.
Stainless steel
MBP52
Mild steel
ADA101
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ORIGINAL STORM
KETTLE

H30.5cm. Holds 1.4l of water
FSFIR10 Silver
£56.99
EDN43 Black
£64.99

£56.99
£48.33

VAT not included
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PETROMAX SANDWICH IRON
PANCAKE PAN
Dia 20cm
DIa 28cm

BON15
BON26

POPCORN NET

£29.99
£39.99

Dia 20cm BON04/20
Dia 28cm BON04/28

13 x 13cm. Cast iron pans for
toasting sandwiches over a fire.
PET307
£27.99

£19.99
£29.99

PETROMAX WAFFLE IRON
PETROMAX FIRE BRIDGE

L123 x W60 x H110cm. Powder coated steel. 4 stable feet and can be erected
over an open fire. There are hooks and chains to suspend pots over fire.
PET504
£149.99

PETROMAX DUTCH OVEN

BON-FIRE GROUP SET 

Bon-fire group set includes:
1 each of tripod, brazier, grill, chains, 6l and 8l stewpots,
coffee pot, 2 x pancake pan, 2 x popcorn net.
BON14
£604.99

PETROMAX WROUGHT IRON PAN

Dia 24cm. More sizes online.
PET313
£45.99

ALL FIRE & COOKING

STEW POT
6L
8L
15L
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BON01
BON02
BON17

£65.99
£71.49
£89.99

19 x 12cm. Made from cast iron.
PET308
£30.99

GRILL GRID
60cm
70cm

BON18
BON10

£49.99
£93.49

TRIPOD
BON12

www.muddyfaces.co.uk

BON-FIRE BRAZIER LONG LEGS
£94.99

Dia 68cm.
BON13

£189.99

Our online shop also has
loads of cooking utensils, tableware and cookware suitable to
use over an open fire.
fire lighting

fire steels and fire lighting kits
charcloth tinder & kindling

PETROMAX GRIDDLE

Dia 56cm. H30cm. More sizes online.
PET311
£91.99
bow drills & traditional methods

fire safety
fire pits & stoves

fire boxes, pits & braziers
fire bowls & griddles

grills & tripods
pots, pans & kettles

billy cans & mess tins
storm kettles, tea & coffee pots
roasting & bakeware
dutch ovens & skillets

VAT not included

Cast iron pan for cooking on an open fire.
PET303 6.1L
£68.99
PET304 8L
£75.99
PET305 11.5L
£99.99
Other sizes available online.
casserole pots

tableware

plates, bowls, cups & cutlery

flasks & water containers
buckets bowls & handwashing
utensils & food prep
campfire utensils
pestle & mortars
re-usable containers
chopping boards and much more
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NATURAL COUNTING SET

A vibrant set of natural materials that encourage exploration into basic numbers and counting. Includes double sided
number bugs, pebble frogs on a log, number planks, stepping boards and number trails and chalks and pens.
MFK5012
£329.99

MUSHROOM NUMBER SEATS

Hand painted, carved wooden seats. Number spots from 1-10 painted using outdoor paint.
£229.90
30cm high
MFW4028
20cm high
MFW4027

NATURAL SORTING AND ART SET

Range of materials of different sizes, weights, colours and
textures. Natural baskets and bamboo trays for sorting.
MFK5013
£94.99

£329.90

NATURAL MATERIALS SHAPE EXPLORATION SET

Includes construction poles for 3D shapes, poles to make
patterns, assorted sized shapes on wood.
MFK5014
£175.99

NUMBER SEATS

H20cm, dia 18-22cm. Natural log seats with hand painted
numbers, evens in blue, odds in red.
MFW5122
£119.99
1-10
MFW5123
£199.99
1-20

MATHS BENCH

H33cm x L100cm. Engraved plank on top of 2 log pieces.
MFW5020
£50.59

NUMBER WAVE

Odd numbers 10cm high and even numbers 20cm high.
MFW5120
£99.99

STEPPING BOARDS

20cm x 20cm. More designs available on line.
1-10
MFW3013
1-20
MFW3015
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£49.49
£98.99

NUMBER STEPPING ROUNDS 1-10 - H10cm
H10cm, dia 18-22cm. 10 piece set.
MFW5121
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MATHS PLANK
£89.99

1-5
1-10

L50cm
L100cm

MFL3051
MFL3050

£16.99
£27.49

MINIBEASTS COUNTING PLANK
1-10

VAT not included

L100cm

MFL3052

£54.99
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COUNTING SET 1-5

Set of 10 double sided lasered blocks.
Bees & Flowers
MFL2040
Butterflies & Caterpillars
MFL2041

NUMBER TRAIL

£14.99
£14.99

DOUBLE SIDED LADYBIRDS

Ladybirds on one side, numbers on the other, 1-10.
MFL2042
£14.99

COUNTING SET 1-5

H35mm (numbers).

Single sided 0-10 MFL21 £13.99 0-20 MFL22 £28.59
Double sided 0-10 MFL19 £21.99 0-20 MFL20 £39.99

Handpainted set of 20 noggins in a bag.
Animals
MFP2001
Minibeasts
MFP2002

£29.99
£29.99

MIRROR NUMBERS

Made from tough acrylic.
Small
OPNUM04/S
OPNUM04/L
Large

MINIBEAST TRAIL 1-10
£7.69
£24.19

Dia 10-12cm. Minibeast on one side
and number and name on the other.
MFL3026
£43.99

DOUBLE SIDED NUMBER BUGS

Ladybirds on one side, numbers on
the other, 0-10.
OPNUM16
£25.95

COUNTING SET 1-5

HONEY BEE COUNTING SET 1-10

L5cm. 20 pieces - 2 each. Durable and weatherproof.
YEL304
£22.00

Lasered set of 20 noggins in a bag.
Minibeasts
MFL2044
Leaves
MFL2045

£23.99
£25.99

NUMBER NOGGINS

Number height 25mm.
0-10
MFL25
MFL26
0-20

MATHS BUNDLE
£12.99
£22.99

Set of 5 books with activities and
ideas for you to try.
£79.19
MFK47		

LADYBIRD COUNTING

Dia 6-7cm. Handpainted birch discs
GRN1006
£18.00

STANDING NUMBER NOGGINS
Number height 25mm.
0-10 MFL27 £12.99

0-20

MFL28

£22.99

COUNTING ROPE

COUNTING DOTS TRAIL

3m of rope with 20 wooden beads.
OPWOO25
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£21.99

VAT not included

10 counting dots on discs.
MFL219
£12.09
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FRACTION PLANK AND DISC SET

Fraction plank with set of chunky
wooden discs cut into fractions.
MFK2016
£48.39

Curriculum Learning

FRACTION PLANK

Showing halves, thirds, quarters
and eigths.
MFL3056
£27.49

FRACTION DISCS

LARGE WOODEN BALANCE SCALES

Set of 5 rounds separated into discs.
MFL23
£21.99

H72cm L100cm. Can be left outside. Product has been treated against
rot and infestation. Requires self assembly.
Without buckets MFW9064 £99.99 with buckets MFW9064/B £106.99

LARGE BALANCE SCALES

Includes carabiners and rope.
FSROP53
£15.99

3D SHAPE SET

12 x 110cm poles - drilled at both
ends, string, tent pegs and bungees.
OPWOO07
£63.99
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Each piece is marked with relevant
fraction.
MFW3021
£27.49

GEOMETRIC SHAPES TRAIL

GEOMETRIC SHAPES

L5-6cm. 10 different shapes
MFL221

STACKING FRACTION SET

£7.69

Dia 7-8cm. Double sided with name
on one side and shape on other.
MFL222
£18.69
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BASIC FRACTION SET

L15 x W7.5cm.
CMM310

£21.99

GIANT HORSESHOE MAGNET

ROPES & PULLEYS

CABLE CAR SHUTTLE SERVICE

Pack of 7 clear plastic cylinders with
easy to read graduations.
£25.29
CMM323

Dia 18-22cm. Wood rounds cut into
halves, thirds and quarters.
MFW3007
£14.29

GIANT WOODEN DOMINOES

GRADUATED CYLINDERS

MINI PULLEY SYSTEM

Mini pulley, carabiners, rope,
mounting blocks and little bags.
FSROP56
£24.99

Pulleys, carabiners, and rope.
Discover how a pulley works.
FSROP41
£29.99

VAT not included

L21cm. North and South poles clearly
marked.
£4.95
CMM324

Includes 2 cable cars, winch and
4 x 20m string.
VDR46
£59.99
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HEAR MEMO

H5cm. 12 wooden cans with screw
cap and coloured rings.
LEG1005
£29.69

EASY MIRROR

PERCUSSION INSTRUMENTS
10 piece set.
OPMUS03

Set of 10 acrylic mirrors
CMM114

£34.99

MIRROR - GIANT SINGLE DOME
£8.25

78 x 78cm. Made from scratch
resistant acrylic.
CMM504
£84.99

TEACHING TECHNOLOGY
OUTDOORS BY CARINA BRAGE
BRA210

£18.69

BONGO DRUMS

L10 x W25 x H13cm.
LEG1009

£30.25

JUMBO TIMERS

10 x 10cm. Requires 1 x AAA battery
not included.
£8.99
CMM108

TODAY THE WEATHER IS...

Handpainted set with 24 weather discs.
MFK2014
£43.99

FORECAST
SYMBOLS

11 weather
discs.
MFK2018
£13.19

TODAY’S DATE IS...

50 piece set with stand.
MFK2015

£43.99

THERMOMETER

L38cm. Range from -40° to 50°.
CMM403
£5.49

SURVEY KIT

Includes magnifiers, thermometer, tape measure and 4 wooden poles.
MFK4008
£58.30

SENSORY REFLECTIVE BALLS

Set of 4 stainless steel balls, 6cm, 8cm, 10cm
15cm diameter.
CMM309
£27.49
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TAPE MEASURE - 10 PACK

50 FANTASTIC IDEAS FOR

MATHS OUTDOORS
L1m. Double sided tapes.
FSMES13
£6.89 BEE301
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£10.99

SPECIMEN TUBE - PACK OF 10

Cap 30ml. Clear tubes with screw top
KS03
£4.99

STANDARD COMPASS

Dia 45mm. 4 compass points marked.
CMM111
£1.99

VAT not included

MEGA SAND TIMER
H30cm.
OPNUM05

£32.99

RUSTIC CLOCK

20 x 20cm with movable hands.
MFL3004
£14.29
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DiRTY TEACHING BY JULIET
ROBERTSON
RBE210

£18.99

Resources sold separately

PHONIC PEBBLES

ALPHABET TRAIL

Available in either upper case or lower case. 26 letters.
OPLIT18

£35.19

L30-45mm. Weatherproof resin pebbles with
engraved grapheme.
OPLIT01
£45.00

MESSAGE CENTRE BENCH

Oak bench with sweet chestnut shelf. Message centre sign included.
MFW6020		 H70cm
£504.90
£449.90
MFW6021		 H55cm


MINDSTRETCHERS
FLOOR-BOOK
A2 spiral bound
book with
30 pages.
MND1001
£21.00

ALPHABET NOGGINS

Available in upper or lowercase.
OPWOO56

STANDING ALPHABET NOGGINS
£29.69

26 letters on flat base. Available in upper or lower case. Letter height 25mm.
OPWOO57
£31.89

STORYTELLING SYMBOLS

Set of 20 symbols for helping to create many different
stories. Dia 5-6cm.
£25.29
MFL224

NATURE STORY

Hand painted discs to help you create a story.
GRN1010
£20.00

ALPHABET

Letter of alphabet on one side and
nature related picture on other.
GRN1008
£38.00
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MIRROR LETTERS
H50-75mm

OPLIT08/S

£14.29
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WORD BUILDING SET

 SECRET

SYMBOLS

Set of 30 secret symbols to create your own
messages.
MFL223
£32.99

H30-45mm. 50 resin pebbles.
OPLIT06
£35.00

VAT not included
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Art & Craft
HAPA ZOME LEAF DYE

A fun, simple but very effective natural
colour extraction technique with the
added attraction of bashing things
with hammers, making it appeal to all
genders, ages and abilities.
The now widely used term ‘Hapa
Zome’ was developed by India Flint,
an amazing natural colour artist and
author. By placing plants on a flat
surface - covering in a natural material
and then evenly hammering, the plant
releases its colour into the material
creating amazing and individual effects.

EMOTION STONES

I AM FEELING...

8 wooden discs showing different emotions. Board included.
MFK2013

£21.99

Dia 45mm. 12 stones showing
different emotions.
YEL210
£20.00

SMALL CALICO SQUARES

We love Hapa Zome - its physical
and creative and, as long as a
couple of basic rules are followed,
the results are always successful.

30 x 10cm squares.
OPSTA21

£7.25

10 x 28cm squares.
OPSTA20

£4.83

1 x 96cm square.
OPSTA19

£3.62

MEDIUM CALICO SQUARES

Search Hapa Zome
on our Outdoor hub
to find inspiring plant
bashing ideas.

LARGE CALICO SQUARES

This lightweight material
is excellent for outdoor
art, Hapa Zome (leaf
prints), bark rubbing and
natural dyes.
They will not rip if they
get wet unlike paper!
Please note that these
squares are not hemmed
and may fray.

TRADITIONAL STORY SETS

Includes finger puppet story characters and story book.
The Three Little Pigs
PUP304
£23.99
The Three Billy Goats Gruff
PUP307
£23.99
Goldilocks and the Three Bears PUP309
£23.99

ALL CURRICULUM LEARNING
Online shop for many more
curriculum learning resources:
maths

counting & sorting
fractions
maths benches & number seats
maths planks
numbers
sum building
measurement
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Nursery Rhymes
The Gingerbread Man
Jack and the Beanstalk

money
shape

literacy

mindstretchers
the message centre
alphabet
stories
chalkboards
notebooks, paper & clipboards
phonics
writing

science

stopwatches & timers
compasses

www.muddyfaces.co.uk

PUP305
PUP306
PUP310

£23.99
£23.99
£23.99

pulleys
forces & magnets
light & sound

weather & the seasons
history
pe & movement
balance
slacklines

emotions

We accept Purchase Orders.
See back cover for more details.

LEAF PRINT SET

CLASS SIZED LEAF PRINT SET

Includes 1 hammer, 30 x mini bunting pieces, a
96 x 96cm piece of calico and a half round board.
MFK3003
£16.49

Includes 5 hammers and half round boards, 30 x mini bunting,
30 x 28cm, 30x10cm and 1 x 96cm square pieces of calico
and a tool box to store the set in.
MFK4003
£65.99

VAT not included
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PEG LOOM
The first outing of our new peg loom was at the Forest School Association Festival and it was met
with such enthusiasm - people were intrigued with how it worked and others were asking where the
idea had come from. The conclusion, by most, was that it is so simple yet so very clever and that the
effect with un-spun sheep’s wool was amazing.
The inspiration for our new peg loom came from Coralie
Hopwood (John Muir Trust). She brought it back from Estonia,
where she had
been participating in an Erasmus-funded visit, through ARCH
NET4, about managing Natural and Cultural Heritage Assets,
with other natural environment professionals from Scotland.
Her group spent one morning with Merike Sepp and her
husband, who run a wool factory and weaving workshop on
their farm on the Sõrve peninsula, Saaremaa Island, the most
South Westerly point of Estonia. Merike showed the group
traditional weaving techniques using peg looms and long,
untreated sheep fleeces, whilst also singing traditional working
songs. The experience inspired Coralie to work with Liz at
Muddy Faces to try to make some portable, Forest Schoolready peg looms for use in the UK with groups.
Coralie said: ‘The profoundly calming experience of
gradually building up a weave, whilst talking,
singing and sharing with those around us, was
wonderful. I thought it would translate very
easily to wellbeing and creative activities
out in the woods back home.’
For projects that are more advanced in
their tool use, making a peg loom could
be a project that could be worked on
over several weeks. The loom could
also be scaled up and down, and used
with natural materials such as grasses or
willow. For instructions on how to use a peg
loom visit the Outdoor Hub.
Visit our
online
shop to see our
selection of wool

8 PEG LOOM

Includes 8 pegs (L12cm) and drilled base (L20cm).
MFW3010
£13.19
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16 PEG LOOM

Includes 16 pegs (L12cm) and drilled base (L40cm).
MFW3011
£26.39

www.muddyfaces.co.uk

PEG LOOM SET

PEG LOOM GROUP SET

Includes 8 peg loom, 300g each of black, brown, grey
and white sheeps wool, ball of thick flax string.
MFK4010
£58.29

Includes 2 x 16 peg looms and 3 x 8 peg looms, 1kg each
of black, brown, grey and white sheeps wool, a ball of
thick flax string and a ball of cotton string.
MFK4011
£209.99

VAT not included
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WOOD DISCS

Made from unprocessed (no chemicals or paints) hardwood, seasoned
prior to and after cutting. Each disc is in its natural form and they have
their bark on. They all have a different number of growth rings, irregular
shape and burnishes. All natural wood products can crack - to prevent
cracking store in cool dry conditions out of direct sunlight.

CASTING SPOON

DISCS

Made from UK grown wood. Available in diamters 2-3cm up to 11-12cm. See our website for all variations.
MFW1001/5/50					

£17.33

WOOD DRILLED DISCS

Made from our beautiful hardwood discs, featured above, with a hole
drilled in each one. These are ideal as name badges or signs. All our natural
wood products are handmade from materials sourced from sustainably
managed woodlands in the UK, supporting local crafts people.

DRILLED DISCS

Made from UK grown wood with drilled hole. Available in dias 2-3cm up to 13-14cm. See our website for more info.
MFW1002/5/50
£24.26

PEWTER SHOT

Lead free pewter shot
for casting.
500g
BRI1002
£39.99
1kg
BRI1003
£79.99

Made from cast iron
with wooden handle.
40mm
ANG1001
£19.99
60mm
ANG1002
£21.99

£2.99 per tub

JUMBO PLAYGROUND CHALK 20pk
Pastels
White

CRE201
CRE202

£6.55 per tub

JUMBO PLAYGROUND CHALK 52pk
Pastels
White

CRE301
CRE302

THE ART OF FIRE BY
DANIEL HUME.

HUM1001

£20.00

EASY GRIP CHALKS

Specially designed for young
children. 6 assorted colours.
ANH3027

£7.29

Ideal for use outside. Suitable to use with chalks (not liquid
chalk markers). Holes for hanging or use with a rustic stand.

CHALK DISCS AND BOARDS

Handmade from wood sourced from
sustainably managed woodlands in the UK. In
its natural form, it will have it’s bark on, growth
rings, knots, giving each piece a unique character.
Cut from unprocessed wood.

CHALK BOARDS

CHALK DISCS
OVALS

Made from UK wood. Dia 3-4cm.
MFW1003/3/10 Bag of 10 £4.33
MFW1003/3/50 Bag of 50 £19.80
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PYRO PEN

Use like a pen to create patterns on wood. Comes with a stand, 10 branding
tips and 9 different drawing/shading tips. Different tips available online.
ANT2002
£35.99
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Available in 3 sizes, 30cm, 60cm and 90cm. Shapes
include butterfly, maple leaf, snail, oak leaf, mushroom,
circle, square and rectangle.
MFW3107/90
£28.59
90cm oak leaf

Dia 10-11cm and available in 6 different colours. Each
disc has a hole at the top so it can be hung up with string.
Code below is for the black disc.
MFW1010/10
£3.62
See the website for the full range.

VISIT OUR WEBSITE FOR LOADS MORE ART AND
CRAFT MATERIALS

Visit our website for more art and craft resources including
printing and drawing items, stencils, pens, scissors, tape,
feathers, buttons and much much more

VAT not included
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SUN PRINT PAPER CLASS PACK - 30 SHEETS

GEO PATTERN SETS

These sets explore many
aspects of learning - the
physicality of hammering
in nails and fine motor
skills when connecting the
wool or elastic bands, and
mathematical aspects such as
pattern making.
We recommend the elastic
set for younger children as
the wool can be a bit more
difficult to use.

L13cm x W18cm. Simply place objects onto the surface of the light
sensitive paper and leave to expose. Finally, soak the paper in tap water
for one minute. Images sharpen
during the drying process.
SPC201
£15.99

CLASS SIZED GEO PATTERNS SET

Set includes 5 hammers, 5 junior
safety glasses, elastic band pot, nail
pot, 10 log boads, 12 balls of wool
and a tool box to keep it all in.
MFK4004
£98.99

SUN PRINT FABRIC - PACK OF 30

L15cm x W15cm. Produces beautiful
prints from natural or man-made
objects on light sensitive cotton.
SPC202
£39.99

SUN PRINT FABRIC 1 X 1.5m
WOOL GEO PATTERNS SET

Set includes a hammer, 2
boards, safety glasses, a
bag of nails and 3 diffferent
coloured wools.
MFK3004
£16.49

1 large piece of colour changing
fabric.
SPC203
£39.99

ELASTIC GEO PATTERNS SET
Set includes a hammer, 2
boards, safety glasses, a bag
of nails and a tub of mixed
rubber bands.
MFK3005
£17.59

Visit the activities section in our outdoor hub
to find instructions on how to create sun print
bunting or making sun print paper designs.

Have a look on our
Outdoor Hub for
felting activities.

FELTING NEEDLE
TOOL

7 needles included.
WOW1012
£9.89

MIXED FELTING WOOL - 1kg
This is perfect for beginners.
1kg WOW1003 £38.50
100g WOW1004 £4.39

SHETLAND WOOL
1kg WOW1001/BRN £24.99
100g WOW1002/BRN £2.74
Also available in black,
grey or white

ALL ART & CRAFT
See our online shop
for many more art &
craft resources:
hapa zome
sewing
weaving
felting
fabric & yarn
clay & modelling

FELTING NEEDLE MAT

Easy needle felting.
WOW1011
£9.89
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NEEDLE FELTING STARTER SET

Wool, needles and holder and foam pad.
MFK320
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£19.99

boards & rolling pins

modelling tools & utensils

craft materials

paper & card shapes
natural craft materials
feathers & leaves
beads, buttons & bells
ribbons & laces
wooden craft items
craft paper
pegs
rubber bands & wire
paper bags

kits & sets

crayons, pens & pencils
chalks & charcoal
chalkboards
shaped chalkboards
chalk discs
self adhesive chalkboard

sun printing & pyro pens
large art projects
glass beans & nuggets
pebbles & cobbles
sand & gravel
shells

brushes, painting & printing

VAT not included

paint palettes

easels
clipboards
scissors & cutters
glue, sticky tape & string
easels
frames & viewers
We accept Purchase
Orders. See back cover
for more details.
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HEAT RESISTANT FIRE GLOVES

FIRE GLOVES - RED

Leather gauntlet gloves. Cotton lined
for heat insulation and comfort.
A500
£6.99

GROUP FIRE LIGHTING AND SAFETY KIT

Arange of items to get your fire started, keep it burning
and to deal with an emergency situation if it arose.
KITFC200
£186.99

Leather rigger with cotton backing.
A210
£2.49

Contents include fire gloves, jerry can, burncare kit, fire
blanket and flexi tub.
KITFC103
£76.99

KIDS RIGGER GLOVES

Protective gloves with
coated palms.
CRV340
£4.99

Contains fire steel, Burncare first aid kit, cottonwool and
cotton bag.
KITFC101
£30.24

ADULT GREY RIGGER GLOVES

GROUP FIRE SAFETY SET

JUNIOR WORKING
GLOVES

SMALL FIRE LIGHTING AND SAFETY KIT

Leather gauntlet gloves. Cotton lined for
insulation and comfort. Tested for contact
heat, weld spart and metal splash approved.
HSPPE19
£39.99

KIDS GARDEN RIGGER
GLOVES

4-7yrs (orange), 8-12yrs (blue). 4-6yrs, 7-8yrs or 9-12yrs. Synthetic
PU palm with cotton back.
leather with cotton lining.
HSPPE10
£4.49 HSPPE11
£4.49

JUNIOR DIGGER GLOVES
5-9yrs

Tough coated glove.
blue/orange BRR10 £3.99
green/orange BRR108 £3.99

OUTDOOR SAFETY KIT

All you need for minor accidents and incidents. Available
in a rucksack or drybag.
HSSAF02
£109.99
A

B

BURNCARE FIRST AID KIT

Pouch contains bandage, burn blotts,
dressing, eyewash, micropore tape.
HSFIR04
£12.99
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BURNCARE KIT

Burnshield blotts, dressings, micro
pore tape, scissors, safety pins, gloves.
HSFIR05
£35.99
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FIRST AID KIT

Dressings, bandages, micropore tape,
wipes, gloves, scissors, eyewash, foil
blanket and face shield.
HSFIR03
£19.99

A
B

GRAPTOR LITTER PICKER

HSBTU01

£23.99

HSBTU04

£19.59

STANDARD LITTER PICKER

BUDGET LITTER PICKER
RLS3638

£2.74

LITTER PICKING SET

All the resources you need to keep your site tidy.
Items available individually on our website.
MFK4023

VAT not included

£198.00
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JUNIOR SAFETY GLASSES

One piece lens with permanently
attached side arms. Adult sizes available.
JSP1001
£3.99

SAFETY HELMET

Fits head size 53-64cm. Conforms to
European safety standards.
JSP3002
£6.99

KIDDIWASH HANDWASH

Portable sink and warm water unit.
FSWTR16
£199.99

PUMP HANDWASHING STATION

JUNIOR SAFETY GOGGLES

Conform to European safety standards.
W14cm.
JSP1002
£3.99

HIGH VISIBILITY VEST

Available is sizes 4-6yrs, 7-9yrs and 10-12yrs.
HSBTU02
£2.99

Enough capacity for all day handwashing without a refill. 50l tank
with easy-use foot pump system allows you to wash hands with no
hand contact, therefore little chance of cross contamination.
CW1002-60
£522.50



GRAVITY HAND
WASHING STATION

Large 35l tank provides
approx 170 ten-second
washes. Easy to use, minimal
contact tap reducing cross
contamination.
CW1003-50 £522.50

KAMPA PORTABLE TOILET

L35 x W36 x H45cm. Removable
waste container. Max load 150kg.
£25.99
KAM3002

SAVEAQUA
SELF
CLOSING
TAP

Clever device
to save water.
SAV1001
£14.99

FIRE BUCKET WITH LID

Available in plastic or metal
Plastic
FSFIR37
Metal
FSFIR27

SPATAP PORTABLE TAP

£21.99
£32.99

FIRE BLANKET

1.1 X 1.1m. Pouch included.
FSFSA02

£14.29

Tactile and malleable hand washing device.
SPA1001
£14.99

PORTABLE TOILET
BOTHY BAG

Easi-Carry Handwash Set

Everything you need to set up a handwash station outside. Easy to
assemble and pack away.

MFK5019

£32.99

Available in 3 sizes - 10, 15 or 20
persons. Made from PU fabric.
£69.99
15 person
OPDEN92

ALL HEALTH & SAFETY
Online shop for many more
mud kitchens, sand & water
play resources:
hand washing

JERRY CANS

10Ltr FSWTR01/10 £9.99
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VAT not included

5Ltr FSWTR01/5 £6.99

See our website for the entire range of jerry cans that we stock

hand washing stations
solar showers & handwashes
portable taps
jerry cans & water dispensers
bowls & buckets

DRY BAG DUFFLE

Cap 60l. Waterproof PVC material
and roll top design.
£27.49
FSBAG25

safety gloves

adult safety gloves
children’s safety gloves

first aid
fire blankets & fire buckets
water containers & buckets
buckets & bowls
water containers

high visibility
safety & survival equipment
compasses, lights & torches
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L34 x W32 x H42cm. Includes 6 bags.
Max load 90kg. HSWEL20 £17.99

REFILLS FOR PORTABLE TOILET
Pack of 12.

HSWEL21

£3.99

eyewear
helmets & knee pads
safety footwear
site clearing
welfare
portable toilets
waterproof notebooks
ticks & insects
We accept Purchase Orders.
See back cover for more details.
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“We believe that children need the natural world and that
it looks after them. They are biologically designed to be
outdoors in a nature-rich environment and therefore thrive
by having everyday intimate contact with it. It provides the
most generous and powerful learning environment, with
great affordance for child-led learning and development.”

THE LOST WORDS
by Robert Macfarlane
and Jackie Morris
The Lost Words is a ‘book of spells’
that seeks to conjure back the
near-lost magic and strangeness
of the nature that surrounds
us. Each lost word is brought
back to importance through
Robert Macfarlane’s powerful
spells. They are called ‘spells’
rather than poems as they
are designed to be spoken
(or sung!) out loud in order
to summon back these words
and creatures into our hearts.
MAC212
£20.00

Putting Values into Practice, Jan White & Liz Edwards, 2019.

SPELL SONGS

A musical companion piece to The Lost Words by Robert Macfarlane
and Jackie Morris, Spell Songs gathered together eight remarkable
musicians whose music engages deeply with nature, to create an
inspiring new body of work. Presented with a beautiful book,
featuring new spells and artwork by Robert and Jackie.
JSL1001
£22.00

50 FANTASTIC IDEAS FOR
SCIENCE OUTDOORS
BEE210

REASONS TO BE OUTSIDE
£10.99

1 2 3.. WHERE ARE YOU
NOR210

PUMUD07

FREE Explorers pack:
£4.39

£7.99

BOOKS

THE STICK BOOK
DAN111

£9.99

At Muddy Faces, we have a wonderful
selection of books to inspire being
outdoors and connecting with nature.
Unfortunately we do not have room
to list them all in this catalogue,
however, you can visit our website to
see all our books, including a couple
which are exclusive to us in the UK.
If you like books, we do a regular
e-newsletter, singing out about
different authors focusing on the
outdoors. Sign up online to start to
receive them.

RSPB MY FIRST BOOK OF.... BUNDLE
MFK29
£43.99
Available to buy individually see online for more details
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A YEAR OF FOREST SCHOOL
HOU2002

£12.99

An interdisciplinary Explorers Pack for
KS2-KS3 celebrating the music, art and
natural wonders of Spell Songs. This FREE pack
offers a wide range of suggestions to embrace
a cross-curricular approach, encouraging
constructive curiosity, for individual and
collaborative work with opportunities to involve
the wider community. Download the pack at
www.thelostwords.org/resources

ACTIVITIES, GAMES AND CHALLENGES FOR
LEARNING OUTSIDE THE CLASSROOM
MAC210
£19.79

FIELD GUIDES

See the full range on the website.
GWFIE02		 £4.40

Please visit our website www.muddyfaces.co.uk for our full range of books. There is no VAT on books.

“We’ve got more than 50% of species in
decline. And names, good names, well
used can help us see and they help us
care. We find it hard to love what we
cannot give a name to. And what we do
not love we will not save.”
Robert Macfarlane
illustrations © Jackie Morris 2017

www.muddyfaces.co.uk
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NATURE TABLES

Nature tables have gradually been lost from our classrooms and
have been replaced by posters and laminated pictures. Research has
shown that exposure to the natural world and its myriad of bacteria
and chemicals, is hugely beneficial both for our physical and mental
wellbeing. So let’s bring back the nature table to the classroom.

NATURE TABLE

Oak bench with sweet
chestnut rustic shelf
that is engraved.
Comes with a Nature
Table sign.
H55cm MFW6011
£449.90
H70cm MFW6010
£504.90

NATURE TABLE RESOURCES SET

An intriguing and large collection of resources to establish a nature table.
The set includes: shells, pebbles, pine-cones, bamboo, wood, gemstones and
wool. Minibeast, animal and leaves trail discs, 2 life cycles, replica fossils and a
Today the Weather is...set. various magnifiers, a tray, pots and small and large
baskets. To see a photo and for a full description of this set visit our website.
MFK4015
£329.99
You do not need to spend money setting up a nature table. Allocate a space,
maybe create a sign and start welcoming those fascinating finds. If you’re
thinking “YUCK”, challenge yourself and ask WHY? Why not have a dead spider
or wasp or a sheep’s jaw. By turning away a child’s precious treasure, they
could be missing out on a fascinating learning experience for the whole class.
Nature tables are also an effective vehicle to involve home life and families.
Tips: To make it easier to maintain and clean your Nature table don’t
over fill. Set up solutions for less hygienic contributions. Rotate
items to keep the table interesting.

NATURE TABLE
SIGN

Size 20cm x
10-12cm.
MFW1130
£7.00

Visit our
Outdoor
Hub for
nature related
actvities and
information. If you
have any nature
events, please let
us know and we
will add it to our
calendar.
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A

POLLINATORS SET

Includes habitats, lifecycles, field guides, books,
stopwatch, magnifiers and much more
MFK4020
£205.70

MINIBEAST INVESTIGATION

Includes magnifiers, pond trays, tool set, bug jar, Port-aTube, net, mirrors, identification books and storage tubs.
MFK5008
£236.50

A

B

BUG POT

H6.5cm. 5x magnification.
CMM123
B

E

D

C

C

£1.39

BUG VIEWER

H8cm. Dia 6cm. Lid-top lens with
2x magnification and fold-over lens
with 4x magnification.
GWINS23
£2.49

MEGA BUG VIEWER

H11cm. Dia 9cm. Magnifying lens in lid.
GWINS09
£4.99
D

TRIPLE BUG VIEWER

E

CREATURE PEEPER

H15cm. 3 x magnifiers give above
and below views.
GWINS18
£7.99

CHILDREN’S
BINOCULARS

H12cm. Dia 6.5cm. 3 different
lenses that observe from above,
below or horizontally.
GWINS08
£6.99

3x magnification,
36mm dia lens.
Lens caps
included.
NAV1001
£9.99

CHILDREN’S
BINOCULARS

3x magnification,
36mm dia lens.
Case included.
CRV309
£10.99

WOODEN MAGNIFIER

L17.5 cm.Dia 10cm. 2x magnification.
£7.69
GWINS27

FLORA AND FAUNA OBSERVATION

Set includes assorted magnifiers, mirrors, microscopes,
white trays and tarps, assorted field guides, bug hunters
and bug pots.
MFK5009
£295.90

WOODEN BEE NESTING TUBES

Ideal for bees and overwintering
insects.
Pack of 10
MFK104
£1.69
Pack of 50 MFK103
£7.69
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POND EXPLORER SET - CLASS SIZED

All you need to go and explore ponds and streams.
Includes collecting nets, trays, magnifying equipment and
a field guide and book to help with identification.
MFK5015
£175.99

WOODLAND FOOTPRINT SET

8 animals and 8 sets of footprints.
Includes string for hanging discs,
cloth bag and indentification card.
MFK2003
£24.19

www.muddyfaces.co.uk

DISCOVER LEAVES AND SEEDS SET

10 different leaves and their seeds.
Includes string for hanging discs,
cloth bag and indentification card
MFK2004
£30.79

Lots more magnifiers and lenses
available online. See the website for
more details

WOODLAND ACTIVITY KIT

Includes a leaf print set and a woodland
footprint set to get you started.
MFK3008
£38.49

CHILDREN’S
BINOCULARS

DISCOVER FROGS SET

4x magnification.
45 dia lens
Lens caps
included
NAV1002
£9.99

Includes: frog puppets, 5 hand
painted frogs, life cycle and field
guide. Other “Discover Sets” also
available online.
TOSET39			£30.24

LARGE SHEET MAGNIFIER

L22xW14cm. 3x magnification
CMM202
£4.39

VAT not included

NEST POCKETS

Nesting opportunity for small birds.
Hide in foliage
WLD101
£3.99
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£1.29 each

TRAIL DISCS
Setting and following trails is a fun way to
get active. Hardwood discs sold individually.
Size 7-8cm diameter, drilled, string not included.
Sets available: Minibeasts, Woodland Animals,
Birds, Leaves & Seeds. See website for more info.

Pheasant
MFL1011

Ant
MFL1010

Bee
MFL1005

Beetle
MFL1007

Bumblebee
MFL1070

Butterfly
MFL1001

Caterpillar
MFL1002

Robin
MFL4006

Sparrow
MFL4007

Swallow
MFL4008

Woodpecker
MFL4009

Wren
MFL4010

Apple Blossom
MFL1076

Grasshopper
MFL1009

Honey Bee
MFL1068

Ladybird
MFL1004

Hoverfly
MFL1069

Moth
MFL1071

Snail
MFL1006

Bellflower
MFL1072

Daisy
MFL1075

Primrose
MFL1074

Sage
MFL1073

Ash
MFL1026

Ash seed
MFL1036

Spider
MFL1003

Worm
MFL1008

Slug
MFL1080

Woodlouse
MFL1081

Badger
MFL1023

Bat
MFL1014

Beech
MFL1037

Beech seed
MFL1037

Elm
MFL1063

Elm seed
MFL1067

Maple
MFL1064

Maple seed
MFL1066

Fox
MFL1024

Frog
MFL1015

Hedgehog
MFL1010

Mole
MFL1025

Mouse
MFL1021

Otter
MFL1016

Hawthorn
MFL1028

Hawthorn seed
MFL1038

Hazel
MFL1029

Hazel seed
MFL1039

Holly
MFL1030

Holly seed
MFL1040

Rabbit
MFL1018

Red Deer
MFL1012

Roe Deer
MFL1017

Squirrel
MFL1022

Stoat
MFL1019

Cow
MFL1077

Horse Chestnut
MFL1031

Horse Chestnut seed
MFL1041

Oak
MFL1032

Oak seed
MFL1042

Silver Birch
MFL1033

Silver Birch seed
MFL1043

Blackbird
MFL4001

Blue Tit
MFL4002

Buzzard
MFL4003

Chaffinch
MFL4004

Goldfinch
MFL4005

Sweet Chestnut
MFL1034

Sweet Chestnut seed
MFL1044

Sycamore
MFL1035

Sycamore seed
MFL1045

Willow
MFL1062

Duck
MFL1078
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Owl
MFL1013

www.muddyfaces.co.uk

VAT not included

Willow seed
MFL1065
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B

We have lots more products
in our online shop:
flora

C

B
A

C

A

is our FREE online magazine, full of
articles, ideas and activities to support you
to be outdoors with your groups, packed
full of contributions from real-life Outdoor
Practitioners and the knowledgeable
Muddy Faces Team.

flowers, plants & trees
don’t miss the cute tree keepers!

nature table
pre-historic life
dinosaurs
fossils
pre-historic life

D

observation & collecting

seashore
binoculars, telescopes & periscopes
collecting pots & tubes, nets
magnifiers & viewing jars
pond trays
aquascopes

habitat, houses & feeders
Kits & sets
den kits
fauna kits & sets
flora kits & sets
investigation kits & sets

fauna

amphibians
birds
minibeasts
farmyard animals
woodland animals

D

E

E

£8.24 for each set

£8.24 for each set

HAND PAINTED MIXED INSECTS

Set of 5 different insects.
A LADYBIRDS Set of 5
B BEES
Set of 5
C BEETLES
Set of 5
D SPIDERS
Set of 5
E FLIES
Set of 5

TOSET44
TOSET13
TOSET14
TOSET18
TOSET19
TOSET32

HAND PAINTED MIXED ANIMALS

Set of 5 different insects.
A FOXES
Set of 5
B FROGS
Set of 5
C HEDGEHOGS Set of 5
D MICE
Set of 5
E BADGERS
Set of 5

TOSET45
TOSET23
TOSET35
TOSET12
TOSET43
TOSET11

Read on to sample an article and a couple
of activities to show what can be found in
the online Outdoor Practitioner Magazines.
The full flip book magazines can be found
in our ever-growing Outdoor Hub.

All our natural wood products are handmade from materials sourced from
sustainably managed woodlands in the the UK. These woodlands support
local crafts people. These discs are hand painted using acrylic paints.

life cycles
puppets & soft toys
finger puppets
hand puppets
soft toys
singing birds

We accept Purchase Orders.
See back cover for more details.

RUSTIC ID BOARDS
Leaves
Minibeasts

SCAVENGER HUNT

Head outside on a scavenger hunt with
these hand painted discs. Dia 6-7cm.
GRN1007
£18.00
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MFL2050
MFL2051

MINIBEASTS SET

Set of 10 discs with identification card,
string and a cloth bag for storage.
MFK2002
£13.90

www.muddyfaces.co.uk

LIFE CYCLES

£36.99
£36.99

Anatomically-correct figures showing
the four stages of frog, ant, buttterfly,
ladybird and honey bee life cycles.
Ages 4+.
£5.49 each set

Contributions
The magazines are for practitioners with articles by practitioners, helping to share experiences and good
practice. If you have any outdoor experiences that you would like to contribute to the magazine contact
beccy@muddyfaces.co.uk
Please note - these do not be adventurous. On site experiences at your setting such as overcoming barriers
or how you communicate your practice with parents are massively helpful ideas for other practitioners.
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has a focus on only one area of a
person’s growth. Connection promotes
holistic development. Hopefully I have
persuaded you that as Forest School
practitioners part of our role is to facilitate
connection and that just being outside
isn’t enough to become connected.

re connection or nature contact?
u
t
a
n
e
c
i
t
c
a
r
p
Is your
And does it matter?
Forest School practitioner and trainer Louise Ambrose considers

You might be wondering, what’s the
difference?
Let me begin with a story of a timeless
wander I had this summer with my 10
month old.
We were walking the footpaths near
home, talking to the sheep and tasting
the first blackberries of the season. We
stood in awe for a long time at a butterflycovered buddleia, marveling at the vivid
colours of the red admirals and peacocks.
We wondered whether when they were
caterpillars they knew what they would
become, grateful for their beauty.
A dog walker hurried past, smiled at us
and called “Fidget” as her dog rushed up
to greet us tail wagging.
As we continued we turned our heads
skywards as we heard the buzzard’s
familiar call, tracking their spiral path
through the sky. We were standing
wondering what message the aspen’s

leaves were sharing with the wind as
two walkers marched past complete
with rucksacks and poles. They nodded
a quick ‘hello’.
As we were thanking the mugwort for
the few stems we were harvesting
we heard a couple approaching, one
of whom was on her phone to her
grandson. They passed us not really
noticing we were there.
I wondered if we might have become
invisible and decided to test this notion.
We continued the homeward stretch of
our journey as softly as we could.
Carefully fox walking and stretching
our senses out as far as possible. As
we came to the edge of the village we
surprised a green woodpecker on the
lawn of one of the gardens. He took off,
yaffling like laughter.
All the people in this story were outside
in nature – we were all in contact, but

So how do we ‘do’ nature connection?

not everyone was in connection.

As with most things at Forest School,
it starts with us. If we want to support
nature connection we must be
connected ourselves. We will then model
practices and behaviours unconsciously
as well as consciously as the threads of
connection weave their way through us.

So what is Nature Connection?
I’ve contemplated this for some time
and mapped my thoughts. I believe that
connection involves all aspects of the
self; body, feelings, spirit and mind.
In contrast, nature contact may focus
solely on the academic mind, in nature
education for example and/or the body,
as in outdoor recreation.
Rather than an ‘either or’ approach,
I believe that nature contact and
connection are on a spectrum.
I visualise this as a spiral of ever
expanding awareness as our self
grows. Nature contact is at the centre,
the beginning of that spiral and a much
needed starting point for the journey.
Dr Miles Richardson and colleagues
have discovered that although visiting
nature once a week (contact) provides

general health benefits, it is ‘Nature
Connectedness’ that is associated
with eudaemonic wellbeing (a sense
that one’s life has meaning and is
worthwhile). Nature connection helps
people to feel self-worth and find their
purpose - aims also shared
by the Forest School philosophy.
One of the six Forest School principles is:

One of the challenges we face is that we
live in a modern, consumeristic society
which does its best to disconnect us from nature, each other and ourselves.
It can be difficult to ‘do’ connection when
other people are looking at us funny.

Forest School takes place in a woodland
or natural wooded environment to support
the development of a relationship between
the learner and the natural world.

We need to create a culture of
connection – to nature, to each other,
to ourselves. Forest School can be an
opportunity to create such a container.

The statement of ‘relationship’ between
people and other parts of nature
suggests to me that nature connection
is core to this principle. A ‘relationship’
suggests much more than just passing
through the woods like the people in
the opening story.

Mentor, storyteller, and naturalist
Jon Young has spent 40 years trying
to figure out why some cultures are
more nature connected than others.
Spending time with indigenous
peoples from across the globe he
has repeatedly observed connective
practices which he has collated into a
map of universal truths and wisdom,
referred to as the 8 Shields model.

Another of the principles says:
Forest School aims to promote the
holistic development of all those involved…
As we’ve explored above, nature
connection is an inherently holistic
process, whereas nature contact usually

be used to create nature connective
experiences for all ages.
One of the layers of the model is the
Attributes of Connection, observable
qualities that are expressed by a person
when they are in a state of connection
(see diagram below). We can use these
indicators to help us recognize when we
(or anyone else) is in connection.
Consider these eight attributes and
their significance to an individual’s
life. Perhaps this is why Dr Richardson
found that Nature Connectedness
correlated with eudaemonic wellbeing?
I invite you to reflect on your own
connection with nature – how often
do you exhibit any of these attributes?
How often do you see them in others?
Now take a step back and imagine a
culture (or a world!) filled with people
expressing these qualities. Imagine
growing up in such a culture. Forest
School could be that culture if we
expand our own spiral from nature
contact to nature connection.
References

Miles Richardson blog: Beyond Nature
Contact to Connection: A Missing Link in a
Sustainable & Worthwhile Life
Jon Young - Coyote’s Guide to Connecting
with Nature

This model holds cultural elements
which can be used to repair disconnected
cultures. His book Coyote’s Guide to
Connecting with Nature provides a great
overview of the model and how it can

Louise Ambrose wants to live in a world where
everyone is connected to nature; where people of all
ages have muddy knees, twigs in their hair, woodsmoke
infused clothes, a sparkle in their eyes and warmth in their heart.
She’s worked as a Forest School practitioner with groups of all ages, coordinated Forest School
development for a local authority and been a Forest School trainer for the last 15 years.
Currently she is enjoying being a mama and having a small human attached to her 24/7,
which has enabled her to confront her luddite ways and create a YouTube channel
Forest School Lou to share all things Forest School-sy.
Attributes of Connection Concept Credit: Jon Young and the 8 Shields Institute, Image Credit: Nic Harding
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Campfire bread on a stick

Sun print bunting

Ingredients:

300g (2 cups) self raising flour
240ml (1 cup) milk (or enough to bind into dough)
½ tsp salt
75g (2 tbsp) butter (optional)
1-2 tsp sugar (optional)
flavourings of your choice – herbs, spices,
cheese etc (optional)

Cyanotype is a
photographic printing
process using the sun.
Use it to create beautiful bright blue
fabric bunting!

Special dietary needs:

Gluten free – try a mix of 3/4 rice and 1/4 gram
flour or other gluten free flour (you might need
to experiment a bit and use a binder such as egg).
Dairy free – substitute butter for plant based oil
and use water instead of milk.

Preparation:

Build a fire and let it die down to
embers. (see building a cooking
fire in the outdoor hub)

You will need:

• a greenwood stick to wrap the dough
around – tubes such as bamboo or a
metal tube on the end of a wooden
stick to allow the bread to bake
from the inside out
• hand washing facilities
• tubs for transporting the ingredients
– screw top beakers are great for this
• bowls for mixing

roll into a sausage.
Squidge these onto a stick, wrapping
the top back around onto itself to
make it hold firm. Then twist the
dough down the stick and wrap at the
bottom to secure again.

Introduction

wait for some children/groups and
often they get tempted to move their
bread closer to the heat to speed the
process up.
If you prepare a stand that can be
used to hold the bread at the correct
distance above the embers, then the
sticks can be left and other jobs/
activities can be done while they are
cooking slowly.

Step 1 – make the mix

Mix the flour, salt and sugar in a
large bowl. If using butter – rub into
the flour mix until it resembles a
fine crumble.

Step 2 – add flavourings

Add any additional ingredients – here
are a few ideas: oregano, rosemary,
thyme, toasted garlic, cajun spice,
garlic powder, cinnamon, nutmeg, a
handful of cheese.

The final consistency should be
slightly softer than playdough.

It is important that the fire has died
down before starting to cook (flames
will quickly blacken the outside). A
medium-sized fire that has died down
with plenty of hot embers is ideal.
Hold the dough over the embers
(not too close) and regularly turn
the stick. If you want the bread to
be nicely baked then patience is
required. If the dough is put too close
to the heat the outside browns but the
inside remains doughy.
Time taken to bake will be dependent
on a number of factors such as the
thickness of the dough, but allow
around 15- 20 mins to bake.

Step 4 – wrap your stick

Tip

Step 3 – add wet ingredients
Add the liquid a little at a time and
stir the mixture. Eventually it will
form a soft, slightly sticky dough.
Knead the dough for a short time in
the bowl (if it is too sticky add a bit
more flour).

Tear off golf ball-sized pieces and
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Step 5 – cook

Cooking can seem like a long time to

It is important that at least one
person stays to keep an eye on them
in case the embers flare up or die
down and are not emitting enough
heat. Encourage the children/group to
return roughly every five minutes to
turn the sticks to ensure even cooking.

The blue print fabric is light-sensitive, 100% cotton, treated for
cyanotype. Cyanotype is a printing process that produces a cyanblue print. Engineers used to use the process as a low-cost way to
produce copies of drawings, referred to as blueprints. Two chemicals
are used: ferric ammonium citrate and potassium ferricyanide.

What you'll need:

Colour changing fabric, natural materials, cardboard, pins, scissors,
string/wool, water & container, protective waterproof gloves.

Step 1 - prepare the fabric

Remove the blue print fabric from the
packaging. Although it is called blue
print the un-exposed fabric is green.
Cut the fabric as desired for making
bunting or a picture. We cut some
triangular bunting pieces and used
the off-cuts for mini-bunting –
waste nothing! NB: Exposure to
indoor daylight/incandescent light
will not affect the fabric so you
have time to prepare indoors or in
a shaded area. Fluorescent light and
sunlight will affect the fabric.

Step 2 - create your image

Pin your fabric pieces onto the
cardboard. Place your objects on top
of the fabric and play around with
your positioning and arrangements.
Tip: Flat natural materials will give a
much crisper print; non-flat materials
will leave a more delicate shadow effect.
Tip: Use pins to hold objects down. Push
the pin right through the card to avoid a
pin shadow print. We also experimented
with a ‘tie dye’ style wrap-up!

Preparation

You will need a bright, sunny day for this
activity and somewhere to show off the
finished product! Prepare some cardboard
the correct size to pin your fabric pieces onto. Collect some
natural materials (or have a collection to use if you don’t
have much on your doorstep). Look for interesting-shaped
leaves and flowers. If you are doing this activity away from
mains drainage you’ll need water and a container to hold the
used rinsing water, to be taken off site for disposal.

Environmental and health & safety
considerations:

Leave no trace, dispose of water used for rinsing in mains
drainage. Follow your usual operating procedures and
carry out appropriate risk benefit assessments. Some
considerations particular to this activity include: wear
protective gloves when rinsing – chemicals used are mild
irritants, using scissors and string, hand wash after activity.

Step 4 - remove from
sunlight Remove the objects

from the fabric. From now on keep
the fabric out of direct sunlight.

Step 5 - stop the process

Wearing protective gloves, rinse the
fabric under a tap until the water
runs clear, or rinse it in a container
(you will notice the water changing
to a slight green colour). Dispose of
the rinsing water into a mains drain.

Step 6 - drying Dry the fabric

flat, out of direct sunlight. The images
will sharpen during drying time.

Step 7 - make the bunting

Attach your bunting to string – we
used a hole punch then threaded wool
through to hold it all together. Now you
can show off your beautiful bunting!

Step 3 - expose the fabric

Eat warm with butter or make your
own wild garlic butter and dip in your
campfire vegetable soup. Yum Yum!

check out other campfire cooking ideas on our Outdoor Hub

© Muddy Faces Ltd

Expose the fabric to direct sunlight.
The process takes 5-10 minutes on
a sunny day (we left ours out for
10 minutes), and 15-30 minutes on
cooler/less bright days.
The fabric will change from the
original green to a grey-green colour.

Take it further:
• have a go at tie dye • use a large piece of fabric and get creative
on a grander scale • have a go at sun printing on paper
© Muddy Faces Ltd

Disclaimer: Muddy Faces cannot take any responsibility for accidents or damage that occurs as a result of following this activity. You are responsible for making sure the activity is conducted safely.

Makes approximately 10-15 small (thin sticks)
or 5-10 large (thicker sticks)
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INDEX

Muddy Faces is so much more than ‘Just a
shop’ we are truly passionate about the
benefits of play and learning outdoors.
Explore our FREE Outdoor Hub a massive
online resource to help you get your children
outdoors, connecting to nature and each other.

Activities

Things to make and do. Activities
to try, print out or download.

Events

Explore our list of events inspiring you
to discover the outdoor world.

Information

Policies, case studies, news and articles,
research and other documents.

Forest School

Promoting hands-on learning
experiences in the outdoors.

Mud

Inspiration for bringing mud and
messy play into your setting.
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Adult Clothing
Adult Gloves
Air-drying Clay
All-in-Ones
Alphabet
Alphabet Noggins
Ambrose, L
Animal Planters
Animal Seats
Axe

3
3,74
12
3,4,7,8
63
63
87-8
44
18
41

Bags
Balance
Balance Course
Balance Scales
Balance Set
Bamboo
Bamboo Chutes
Bamboo Construction Set
Bark
Baskets
Basters
Bee Nesting Tubes
Beeley, K
Benches
Bib and Brace
Bill Hook
Billy Goat Bridge Set
Binoculars
Bio-Toys
Blackboards
Bongo Drums
Books
Bothy Bag
Bow Saws
Bowdrill
Brage, C
Brazier
Buckets
Buff School Clay
Bug Pots
Bug Viewers
Building Blocks
Burncare Kits

33-34
19-20
19-20
60
20
25-6
25-26
26
10
34
11
81
77
17-8,37,56
5-8
41
23
82
14
70
61
5,42,44,58,
61-2,64,77
76
40
49
62
53
11,44,76
12
82
82
23
73

Cable Cars
Calico Squares
Camo Netting
Campfire Bread
Campfire Grills
Campfire Play Set
Carts
Cast-iron Cookware
Cast-iron Pans
Castng Spoon
Chalk
Chalk Discs
Chalkboards
Children’s Clothing
Children’s Gloves
Chutes
Clamps
Clay
Clock
Cobbles
Coffee Set
Colanders
Compass
Conker Clamps
Connecting to Nature

60
66
31
89
51
31
32
52,54
52
70
70
70
70
4-8
6,74
25-6
38
12
62
10
14
11
62
38
87-8

Construction
Construction Poles
Counting
Counting Planks
Counting Rope
Counting Sets
Crates
Create Range
Creature Peeper
Cylinders

21-4,26,30
30
55-8
56
58
55
17,34
9
82
60

Danks, F
DanToy Range
Den Building
Den Kits
Den Poles
Den Stands
Didriksons Clothing
Dinner Set
Discover Leaves Set
Discs
Dominoes
Double Sided Bugs
Dozuki
Dragons Fire Pit
Dragons Sneeze
Drill Your Own Tag Set
Drilled Discs
Drills
Drums
Dry Bag
Dry Kids Clothing
Dungarees
Dutch Ovens

5,77
13-4
27-31
29-30
30
30
5
14
81
69
59
58
39
50
47-8
38
69
38-9
61
76
4,7
5-8
54

Egg Timer
Emotions

62
65

Felting
Felting Tools
Fence Panels
Field Guides
Files
Fire Blanket
Fire Bowls
Fire Boxes
Fire Bridge
Fire Bucket
Fire Flints
Fire Gloves
Fire Lighting Kits
Fire Pits
Fire Safety Kits
Fire Steels
Firelighters
First Aid Kits
Fixings Kit
Flexi Tubs
Floorbook
Flora & Fauna Kit
Folding Cart
Folding Knives
Folding Saws
Forecast Symbols
Forest School Kits
Forks
Fractions
Fraction Discs
Fraction Planks
Fraction Sets
Froes
Frontier Wood Stove
Furniture Sets

71
71
18
77
40
76
49
50
53
76
46-8
74
46,73
49-51
46,73
46-8
49
73
28
34
64
81
32
42
40
61
41,45
43
59
59
59
59
41
52
22

43
Garden Tools
71
Geo-Pattern Sets
59
Geometric Shapes
Giant Balance Course 19-20
59
Giant Dominoes
60
Giant Magnet
Giant Nature Blocks
23
Glass Beans
10
Glasses
76
Gloves
3,6,74
Goggles
76
Gorilla Tubs
34
Graduated Cylinders
60
Gravel
10
Gravity Handwash Station 75
Griddles
54
Grills
51,53
Gulliver, J
77
Haba Firepit
50
Hacksaws
39
Half Logs
20
Hammering Sets
38
Hammers
39
Hammocks
30
Hand Drills
38-9
Hand Fork
43
Hand Painted Animals 85
Hand Painted Insects
85
Hand Trowel
43
Handcarved Benches
18
Handcarved Table & Stool 17
Handwashing
75
Handwashing Station
75
Hapa Zome
66
Hats
3,5
Hear Memo
61
Helmets
75
High Vis Vests
76
Hob Bench
9,11
Hob Plank
9
Hoes
43
Horseshoe Magnet
60
Houghton, P
77
Hume, D
70
Instruments

61

Jackets
James, M
Jars
Jerry Cans
Jugs

3-8
47
11
75
11

Kapla
Kindling
Knives

24
49
42

Leaf Print Sets
Leaves & Trees Set
Life Cycles
Litter Pickers
Litter Picking Set
Log Planters
Log Rounds
Log Seats
Lost Words
Looms
Loose Parts
Loppers
Lorries

66
81
85
74
74
44
20
9,16-18
78
67-8
15
41
14

Macfarlane, R
Maciver, T

78
77

Magnifiers
82
Making a Mud Kitchen 10
Making Bread
89
Maths Bench
56
Maths Books
58
Maths Planks
56,59
Message Centre
64
Message Centre Bench 64
Milk Crates & Toppers 17
Minibeasts
81-85
Minibeast Investigation 81
Minibeast Investigation 85
Minibeast Trail
58
Mirrors
58,62-3
Mirror Letters
63
Mirror Numbers
58
Mobile Tool Chest
33
Modular Mud Kitchens 9
Morris, J
78
Movable Benches
17
Mud Kitchens
9
Mud Kitchen Resource 10-11
Mud Kitchen Sink
9
Muddy Puddles Clothing 8
Muller, G
44
Multi-use Stands
26
Mushrooms Seats
18,56
Natural Counting Set
55
Natural Firelighters
49
Natural Resources
10
Natural Shape Set
55
Natural Sorting Set
55
Nature Blocks
21-3
Nature Blocks Furniture 22
Nature Table Resource Set 79-80
Nature Tables
79-80
Nest Pockets
82
Netherton Pans
52
Norton, K
77
Number
55-8
Number Noggins
57-8
Number Seats
56
Number Trail
57
Number Wave
55
Outdoor Clothing
Outdoor Hob Bench
Outdoor Hub
Outdoor Practitioner
Outdoor Safety Kits
Outdoor Seating
Outdoor Sink

3-8
11
91
86-90
46,73
9,16-8
11

Palm Drills
Pancake Pan
Pans
Pebbles
Peelers
Peg Loom Sets
Peg Looms
Pen Knives
Percussion Instruments
Perfumes & Lotions
Pestle & Mortars
Pewter Shot
Phonic Pebbles
Planters
Planks
Play Bark
Play Sand
Pollinators Set
Pond Explorer Set
Popcorn Net

39
53
52,53-4
10
42
67-8
67-8
42
61
11
11
70
63
44
9,16
10
10
81
81
53

Portable Taps
Portable Toilet
Pruners
Pruning Kit
Pulleys
Pump Handwash Station
Pyramid of Logs
Pyro Pen

75
76
41
41
60
75
23
69

Rainsuits
Rasps
Reflective Balls
Rigger Gloves
Role Play
Ropes & Pulleys
Robertson, J
Rucksacks
Rustic Building Blocks
Rustic ID Boards
Rustic Movable Benches

4-6,8
40
61
74
14
60
64
34
23
85
17

Safety Glasses
Safety Gloves
Safety Goggles
Safety Helmet
Safety Kits
Sand
Sand Sets
Sand Toys
Sandwich Iron
SaveAqua Tap
Saw Horses
Saws
Scavenger Friends

76
74
76
76
46,73
10
14
14
54
75
37
39-40
21

Scavenger Hunt
Schofield,J
Screwdrivers
Screwing Sets
Seating
Secateurs
Sensory Balls
Shape
Sheath Knives
Sheds
Sheet Magnifier
Shells
Shelter Fixing Kit
Shelters
Short Saw
Sieves
Sink
Sit Mats
Soil
Sound
Spa-Tap
Spades
Splashsuits
Specimen Tubes
Spells & Potions
Splashflex Clothing
Stepping Boards
Stepping Rounds
Stew Pots
Stools
Storage Crates
Storage Sheds
Storm Kettles
Storytelling

85
5,77
40
38
9,16-8
41
61
55,59
42
35-6
82
10
28
27-8
39
11
9
30
10
61
75
43
3,4,7,8
62
11
5
55
20
53
16-7
17,34
35-6
52
64-5

Storytelling Symbols
Stove
Sun Print Bunting
Sun Print Fabric
Sun Print Paper
Survey Kit
Survival Shelter
Symbols

64
52
90
72
72
62
76
64

Trowels
Trucks
Tubs

43
14
34

Up and Down Set

19

For full descriptions of everything in this catalogue and even more products to help you get outdoors, please visit
our website www.muddyfaces.co.uk

Vehicles
Vices

14
37

You’ll find loads more inspiring products for Forest Schools, outdoor play and learning that couldn’t even fit into
this catalogue - and we’re adding new items all the time!
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Tape Measure
Taps
Tarpaulins
Tea Sets
Thermometer
Thrones
Timers
Tipping Carts
Tipis
Today the Weather Is..
Today’s Date Is..
Toddler & Twos
Tool Bags
Tool Belts
Tool Boxes
Tools
Top Soil
Tractors
Traditional Story Sets
Trail Discs
Trails
Trestles
Tripods
Trousers

17
61
75
30
14
61
18
62
32
31
61
61
11
33
33
33
39-42
10
14
65
83-4
57-9,63,81
37
51,53
3-8

Waffle Iron
Water Carriers
Water Play Jugs
Watering Can
Waterproof Clothing
Weather
Weather Symbols
Weaving
Weaving Sets
Wellies
Welly Rack
Wheelbarrows
Wooden Crates
Wooden Discs
Wooden Spoons
Woodland Activity Set
Woodland Footprint Set
Woodworking Benches
Woodworking Books
Woodworking Sets
Wool
Word Building Set
Worrall, J
Wrought Iron Pans

54
75
11
44
3-8
61
61
67-8
68
3,6
6,8
32
9,17
69
11
82
81
37
42
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Delivery charges. £5.95 + VAT (£7.14 inc) per 25kg parcel and free delivery for orders over £200 (net) to UK
mainland addresses. For Scottish Highlands, islands and UK off-shore (including Northern Ireland) a delivery
charge will be incurred, which may be higher than our standard charge.

LOTS MORE PRODUCTS ONLINE!

Please contact us for delivery prices for non-mainland UK addresses (including Scottish Highlands) or
international deliveries.

Delivery times. Your order should arrive within 5 working days (often quicker) of your order confirmation.
During school holidays, school deliveries are automatically put on hold until after the holidays. If you want your
order to be delivered during these times, please let us know when placing your order.
Prices and descriptions are correct at the time of publication. These may be reviewed at any time and are subject
to change without notice.

All prices given throughout the catalogue exclude

VAT, except on children’s clothing and books.

